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Abstract

By rapid development of network infrastructure and sensing technologies, massive

amount of streaming and unstructured data have emerged in various fields. The reg-

ular expression matching is the one of the most important task to extract desired

information from the data. The importance of regular expression matching is have

been increasing because of the emergence of massive data.

However, the new types of problems of regular expression matching in practical

application is appeared. We especially tackle to following three problems of them in

this thesis: (1) The massive regular expression matching which process large number

of regular expression patterns against an input text. This is quite CPU intensive and

difficult to process in single CPU. (2) The regular expression matching on time series

multi-dimension numerical data. It is difficult to apply existing pattern matching

method to this problem efficiently. (3) The regular expression matching on sensitive

data. We need to consider the privacy leakage through data analysis on sensitive data.

Our research goal is to develop an efficient regular expression matching applicable

to the real world application. To achieve this goal, we tackle the three specific problems

of regular expression matching described above, and develop efficient algorithms based

on bit-parallel approach. In this study, we utilize bit-parallel NFA simulation as a key

to solve these problems.

In Chapter 3, we study massive regular expression matching problem, which is

problem of, given a set of input regular expressions P = {P1, · · · , Pk} and an input
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ii ABSTRACT

text T , finding all occurrences of each regular expression of P in T . We use GPU

(graphic processing unit) as target hardware, which is a parallel hardware accelerator

equipped with several hundreds of processing cores and large bandwidth memory in this

chapter. As a main result, we propose the hierarchically decomposed finite automaton

called hierarchical non-deterministic finite automaton (HFA for short), and its parallel

simulation algorithm on GPU based on Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm proposed by

Navarro and Raffinot in 2003. Experimental results showed that our algorithm works

faster than PFAC algorithm proposed by Lin et al. in 2010 by a factor of 150.

In Chapter 4, we study regular expression matching problem on trajectory data of

moving objects. The problem is, given a trajectory regular expression P of size m, text

trajectory T of size n, and threshold parameter r ≥ 0, to find all position j in T that

every subtrajectory T [i..j] satisfies the similarity condition defined in the chapter. As

a main result, we first formulate regular expression matching problem on trajectory

data under similarity condition based on L∞ distance. Then, we give the efficient

online bit-parallel pattern matching algorithm by combining simple spatial index and

bit-parallel NFA simulation runs in O(mn log log n/logn) time using O(m) space on

unit cost word RAM. Furthermore, our algorithm supports popular geometric query

such as OD queries and its variant widely used in geographic information systems (GIS

for short).

In Chapter 5, we study secure regular expression matching problem. In this prob-

lem, there are two participants Alice and Bob. Alice has a input regular expression R,

and Bob has a text T as their secret information. The problem is to report existence

of the occurrence of R in T to Alice nothing to Bob without leakage of their secrets.

As a main result, we propose an efficient two party secure protocol for NFA evaluation

called oblivious NFA evaluation (ONE) runs in O(nm2) time, O(nm2) communication

and O(nm) round using O(m2) space, where m is the size of a regular expression R

and n is the length of text T . Finally, we give the conclusion of this thesis and discuss
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future works in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

By rapid development of network infrastructure and sensing technologies, massive

amount of streaming and unstructured data, such as network access log, GPS tra-

jectory of moving objects, and human genomes, have emerged in various fields. Ex-

tracting desired information from such massive data stream is the basic and important

task. For example, network intrusion detection system (NIDS), GPS trajectory analy-

sis , and clinical diagnosis based on patient’s genomic data are real world applications

in information extraction on streaming and unstructured data.

Regular expression matching is given a regular expression R and a text T , to find all

occurrences of R in T . Regular expression matching is a long-standing field of computer

science with numerous theoretical and practical studies [10,12,20,44,61]. By the recent

emergence of massive data, regular expression matching technologies are becoming

increasingly important. However, the new types of problems of regular expression

matching in practical application for massive data is appeared. We especially focus on

following three problems of them in this thesis:

• The problem called massive regular expression matching which process large num-

ber of regular expression patterns against an input text. is one of the new task

of pattern matching applications. This task requires very expensive cost on CPU
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and thus it is difficult to solve the problem efficiently for an software on single

processing core.

• There have been increasing demand on information extraction from time series

multidimensional numerical value data such as network access log, stock price

data, and GPS trajectory data. However, it is difficult to apply existing regu-

lar expression matching methods directly to such time series multidimensional

numerical values.

• Pattern matching on genomic data to evaluate the patient’s risk of getting specific

diseases is attracting much attention by recent advancing of biomedical technol-

ogy. In such application, we need to consider the problem of privacy leakage of

contributing parties.

Our research goal is to develop an efficient regular expression matching technology

that applicable to the real world application. To achieve this goal, we tackle the three

specific problems of regular expression matching described above and develop efficient

algorithms based on bit-parallel approach. In this study, we utilize the flexibility and

efficiency of bit-parallel non-deterministic finite automata (NFA for short) simulation

to develop efficient algorithms.

Bit-parallel approach is a method of designing efficient algorithm developed in early

1990s. This approach utilizes parallelism of Boolean and arithmetic operations on

computer words. SHIFT-AND algorithm proposed by Beaza-Yates and Gonnet [4] as

well as Wu and Manber [69] is a efficient pattern matching algorithm for exact string

pattern based on bit-parallel approach. In this algorithm, in the preprocessing, we

construct NFA for short, and transform its transition table into a set of bitmasks. In

the searching, we represent a state set of the NFA as a bitvector in registers. Then,

we simulates NFA transition efficiently by using Boolean operation and shift opera-

tions between stateset bitvector and a set of bitmasks constructed in preprocessing.
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Moreover, Navarro and Raffinot proposed Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm [45], an

extension of SHIFT-AND for more complex regular expression, including class of char-

acters, optional character, bounded and unbounded repeats, and wildcard operators.

This algorithm efficiently simulates a consecutive ε-transitions in an NFA by using

arithmetic operations.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we give the basic

notations and definitions used in this thesis. In Chapter 3, we study large-scale reg-

ular expression matching problem, which is problem of, given a set of input regular

expressions P = {P1, · · · , Pk} and an input text T , finding all occurrences of each

regular expression of P in T . We use graphic processing unit (GPU for short) as

target hardware, which is one of the most popular parallel hardware accelerators in

data engineering [19, 72], and high performance computing field [49, 62] in this chap-

ter. As a target pattern class, we consider extended string patterns [44] which are

useful subclass of regular expressions in linear form consists of letters, classes of let-

ters, optional letters, and bound and unbounded repeats of letters. Contrary to exact

string matching, this class of regular expression has a problem that sequences of ε-

transitions invoke costly ε-closure calculations. To solve this problem, we propose the

hierarchically decomposed finite automaton called hierarchical non-deterministic finite

automaton (HFA for short), and give its parallel simulation algorithm on GPU based on

Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm. A key to our algorithm is HFA structure to reduce

the number of synchronization between GPU cores by localizing ε-closure calculation

in each computer words. Our algorithm is fast when average size of input patterns is

longer than w, the bit length of a computer word. Experimental results showed that

our algorithm works faster than PFAC algorithm [35] proposed by Lin et al. by a factor

of 150.

In Chapter 4, we study regular expression matching problem on trajectory data of

moving objects. The problem is, given a trajectory regular expression P of size m,
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text trajectory T of size n, and threshold parameter r ≥ 0, to find all position j in T

that every subtrajectory T [i..j] satisfies the similarity condition defined in the chapter.

Trajectory data which is time series of coordinates of moving objects is increasing

rapidly by advancing sensing technology and the wide spread of mobile GPS devices,

and it has been attracted match attention [48, 71]. In this chapter, we first formulate

regular expression matching problem on trajectory data under similarity condition

based on L∞ distance. Then, we give the efficient online bit-parallel pattern matching

algorithm for the problem. The difficulty of this problem is to find matched pattern

points to the input point of text trajectory T efficiently to simulate NFA transition.

This is the bottleneck to break O(nm) worst case time. To overcome this difficulty, we

propose simple and compact point location index that answers a set of pattern points

matches to the input point. We combine fast table look using this spatial index and

bit-parallel NFA simulation to achieve efficient trajectory regular expression matching.

The proposed algorithm solves regular expression matching problem on trajectory data

in O(nm log log n/ log n) time using O(m) space on unit cost word RAM. Furthermore,

our algorithm supports popular geometric query such as OD queries and its variant

widely used in geographic information systems (GIS for short).

In Chapter 5, we study secure regular expression matching problem. In this problem,

there are two participants, the one called an automaton holder (AH ) has an automaton

A transformed from a input regular expression R, and the other called a text holder

(TH ) has a text T to be tested. The automaton and the text are secret information

for AH and TH, respectively. Secure regular expression matching problem is to report

whether there are occurrences of regular expression R in the input text T or not to

AH, and nothing to TH, without any leakage of their secret information. As a main

result, we propose an efficient two party secure protocol for NFA evaluation called

oblivious NFA evaluation (ONE) runs in O(nm2) time, O(nm2) communication and

O(nm) round using O(m2) space, where m is the size of a regular expression R and n
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is the length of text T . A key to our improvements from the DFA simulation based

method [63] is that we extend the idea of bit-parallel NFA simulation to arithmetic

operations on encrypted transition table of NFA by additive homomorphic encryption

[47] that supports addition of encrypted integers without encryption. Our protocol

takes full advantage of NFA’s compactness against DFA, making it exponentially faster

than DFA simulation based method in worst-case complexity. Our protocol is the first

polynomial time protocol for secure regular expression matching. We also consider

secure approximate string matching problem, and propose the modified protocol of

ONE that runs in linear time with respect to m. The algorithms we proposed in this

chapter are secure against a semi-honest model. Experimental results showed that our

protocols are significantly faster against the DFA based method proposed by Troncoso

et al. [63] on artificial data and real world DNA short read data. In Chapter 6, we

finally give the conclusion and future studies.





Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we give the basic notations and definitions on strings, regular expres-

sions, finite automata, the model of computation, and basic bit-parallel NFA simulation

algorithm used in this thesis.

2.1 Basic Definitions

Let Σ be a finite alphabet of letters . We define [i..j] = {i, i+ 1, . . . , j}. A string on Σ

is a sequence S = s1 . . . sn, where si ∈ Σ for i ∈ [1..n]. |S| is the length (or the size) of

string S. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, we denote by S[i..j] the substring si . . . sj. If i > j,

S[i..j] = ε be an empty string .

2.2 Regular Expressions

In this section, we give the definition of the regular expressions and its subclass accord-

ing to [44]. We also define the regular expression matching problem. First, we define

the regular expressions:

Definition 1. For an alphabet Σ, the regular expressions R on Σ is defined by the

7
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following recursive rules: An empty string α = ε is a regular expression; A letter

α ∈ Σ is a regular expression; If R1 and R2 are regular expressions, the concatenation

R1 · R2, the union R1|R2, and the Kleene-closure R∗
1 are regular expressions. Then,

the language L(R) ⊆ Σ∗ specified by regular expression R is recursively defined as

follows: L(α) = {α}, L(R1 · R2) = L(R1) · L(R2), L(R1|R2) = L(R1) ∪ L(R2), and

L(R∗
1) = L(R1)

∗.

The size of R is defined by the number of symbols from Σ∪ {ε, ·, |, ∗} appearing in

R. We may omit the symbol “·” and parentheses if they are clear from context.

Next, we define the extended string pattern [44], the subclass of regular expression.

Definition 2. The extended string pattern R on Σ and its language are definede as

follows: An extended string pattern R = a1 · · · am (m ≥ 0), where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

ai is an expression, called a component, with one of the following forms:

1. A letter ai = a ∈ Σ is a component with the language by L(a) = a.

2. A don’t care ai = . is a component with the the language by L(a) = Σ. This

matches any letter in Σ.

3. A class of letters ai = β is a component, where β ⊆ Σ, with the language L(β) =

β. As notation, we write [ab · · · ] for β = {a, b, . . .}. Note that a letter a ∈ Σ and

a don’t care symbol ’.’ are a class of letters.

4. An optional letter ai = β? is a component, where β ⊆ Σ is a class of letters, and

β? ≡ (β|ε)

5. Bounded repeats ai = β{x, y}, ai = β{, y}, ai = β{x} are components with

equivalence β{x, y} ≡ (β?)y−xβx, β{y} ≡ (β?)y, β{x} ≡ (β)x, respectively, where

β ∈ Σ and x ≤ y.

6. Unbounded repeats ai = β∗ and ai = β+ are components, where β ∈ Σ is a class

of letters, and β+ = ββ∗.
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For R = a1 · · · am, we define its language by L(R) = L(a1) · · ·L(am) and the size of

R is defined as m.

Example 1. For finite alphabet Σ = {A,B,C}, P1 = AB+A?B?C?CB?C?A? is an

example of the extended pattern.

Finally, we give the definition of regular expression matching problem. We say that

a regular expression R occurs in a text T if there exists some substring T [i..j] that

matches R , i.e., T [i..j] ∈ L(R) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n where n is the length of

T . Then, the index j is called an end-position of R in T . Now we state the regular

expression matching problem as follows:

Definition 3. The regular expression matching problem is, given a regular expression

R and a text T ∈ Σ∗, to report all the end-positions of R in T .

2.3 Non-deterministic and Deterministic Finite Au-

tomata

In this section, we introduce the definition of finite automata. A non-deterministic

finite automaton (NFA for short) N = (V,E, θ, ϕ) is an edge-labeled directed graph,

where V = {1, . . . ,m} denotes a set of nodes called states , E ⊆ V × (Σ ∪ {ε})× V is

a set of labeled directed edges between states called transitions , and θ and ϕ represent

the sets of start and accept state, respectively. In a transition (j, σ, k), we call j the

source state and k the target state.

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA for short) D is an NFA that have no tran-

sitions labeled by ε and all outgoing transitions labeled by different letters on Σ.

We say that automaton N accepts a string T ∈ Σ∗ if there is a path from θ to ϕ

such that the concatenation of edge labels on the path spells out T .
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2.4 Model of Computation

In the following in this thesis, we assume a unit-cost word RAM [3] with word length

w as the model of computation. For any bitmask length s, a bitmask is a bit sequence

X = bs · · · b1 ∈ {0, 1}s. For bitmask with the length ℓ ≤ w, we assume that the

following Boolean and arithmetic operations are performed in O(1) time:

• bitwise AND “&”,

• bitwise OR “|”,

• bitwise NOT “∼”,

• bitwise XOR “∧”,

• left shift “<<”,

• right shift “>>”,

• integer addition “+”,

• integer subtraction “−”.

The space complexity is measured in the number of words.

2.5 Bit-parallel NFA Simulation Algorithms

Bit-parallelism is a faster calculation method using in-resister parallelism, which takes

advantage of the intrinsic parallelism of the bitwise and arithmetic operations inside

a computer word. It is also called SWAR (SIMD Within A Register), or broadword

computation [65]. In this section, we introduce NFA simulation algorithms based on

bit-parallelism.
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2.5.1 SHIFT-AND Algorithm

The SHIFT-AND algorithm proposed by Beaza-Yates and Gonnet [4] as well as Wu

and Manber [69] is a pattern matching algorithm for exact string pattern, where an

input pattern R = r1r2 · · · rm ∈ Σm is a string. Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode of the

algorithm.

In the preprocessing of this algorithm, we first construct an linear form NFAN(R) =

(V,E,Θ,Φ). To simulate this NFA, we use m-bit bitmask Ch[α] , I, and Acc defined

as follows:

• Character mask Ch[α] ∈ {0, 1}m (α ∈ Σ) is them-bit mask. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ m

and α ∈ Σ, Ch[α][i] = 1 indicates a set of transition E contains the transition

(i, α, i + 1). In other words, Ch[α] is the bitvector representation of transitions

labeled by α.

• Start state mask I is the m-bit mask that sets 1 at the first bit.

• Accept state mask Acc is the m-bit mask that sets 1 at the mth bit.

In the searching phase, SHIFT-AND algorithm updates the stateset bitvector S

using following update formula (Algorithm 1, line 16). We note that ti ∈ Σ is the

current letter of the input text.

S ← ((S ≪ 1) | I) & Ch[ti] (2.1)

The algorithm check the accept state by following code (Algorithm 1, line 17 – 18):

if S & Acc ̸= 0m then report occurrence (2.2)

2.5.2 Extended SHIFT-AND Algorithm

The Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm, proposed by Navarro and Raffinot [45], is a

pattern matching algorithm for an extended string pattern. In the preprocessing, we
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Algorithm 1 SHIFT-AND Algorithm

1: procedure SHIFT-ANDmain(P, T )

2: Ch← Preprocess(P )

3: Seach(T,Ch)

4: end procedure

5: procedure Preprocess(P )

6: I ← Bit(0)

7: Acc← Bit(m)

8: for i← 1 to m do

9: Ch[P [i]]← Ch[P [i]] | Bit(i)

10: end for

11: return Ch

12: end procedure

13: procedure Search(Ch, T )

14: S ← 0m

15: for i← 1 to n do

16: S ← ((S ≪ 1) | I) & Ch[T [i]];

17: if S & Acc ̸= 0m then

18: report an occurrence at i;

19: end if

20: end for

21: end procedure
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construct NFA N(R) = (V,E,Θ,Φ) corresponding to input extended string pattern

R. Figure 2.1 is an NFA of the input pattern P1 on Example 1. Let B ⊂ V is

a set of states that induces a maximal connected component consisting only of ε-

transitions ε-transitions. The NFA in Figure 2.1 has two ε-blocks B1 = {2, 3, 4, 5}, and

B2 = {6, 7, 8, 9}.

Then, constructs a set of bitmasks defined as follows.

• Ch[c] is a w-bit mask indicates that indicates all position of forword letter tran-

sition labeled with c i.e. for each 0 ≤ i ≤ m and c ∈ Σ, Ch[c][i] = 1 means that

a set of transitions E contains the transition (i, c, i+ 1).

• Rep[c] is the w-bit mask that indicates all positions of self-loop transition labeled

with c i.e. Rep[c][i] = 1 means that a set of transitions E contains the transition

(i, c, i).

• Eblk is the w bit mask that sets 1 at all positions of ε-blocks.

• Ebeg is the w bit mask that sets 1 at the all previous positions of the lowest

position of every ε-transition.

• Eend is the w bit mask that sets 1 at the highest position of every ε-block.

In the searching phase, we search for all the occurrence of R in T using bit par-

allel simulation of NFA transition. First, the forword and self-loop letter transitions

simulates by following code:

S ←(((S ≪ 1) | I) & Ch[c]) (2.3)

| (S & Rep[c]) (2.4)

Line 2.3 which is the same code of SHIFT-AND makes the forword letter transition,

and line 2.3 makes self-loop transitions. Then, following three lines of code makes
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ε-transitions:

High← S | Eend (2.5)

Low ← High− Ebeg (2.6)

S ← (Eblk & ((∼ Low)⊕High)) (2.7)

| S (2.8)

At line 2.5, we set the end bit of ε-block in S, and store it in temporary mask High. At

line 2.6, we flip all bits lower than or equal to the lowest 1 bit of all and the previous

bits of each ε-block in High, and store it in temporary mask Low. At line 2.7, we

generate an bitmask that set 1 at all positions properly higher than the lowest 1 bit

of all and the previous bits of each ε-block in S, and we add the change caused by

ε-transitiont S at line 2.8. Finally, we check the acceptance by performing the same

acceptance test as SHIFT-AND method.

The extended SHIFT-AND algorithm runs in O(m+ |Σ|) time for the preprocessing

phase, O(n⌈m/w⌉) time for the searching phase, and it consumes (2|Σ| + 4)⌈m/w⌉

word for memory space, where w is the bit length of registers and m is the number of

components of P .
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A B A B C C B C A

B ε ε ε ε ε ε

Σ

Figure 2.1: The NFA of P1 on example 1.





Chapter 3

Faster Massive Pattern Matching

System on GPU

In this chapter, we study the multiple regular expression matching problem for the

class of extended string pattern, which is a problem of, given a set of extended string

pattern P = {P1, · · · , Pk} and a text T , finding all occurrences of Pi in T for 1 ≤ i ≤ k

in T .

This chapter is based on the papers [55] and [53]. Detail of the organization is

as follows: The hierarchical NFA and theoretical analysis of its simulation algorithm

described in Section 3.3.2 are based on the result from the paper [55]. GPU implemen-

tation of HFA and experimental results are based on the paper [53].

3.1 Background

By rapid growth of network infrastructure and sensor technologies, massive amount

streaming and unstructured data have emerged in various fields. The massive online

pattern matching is one of the most important problems in where a pattern matching

system has to work with a large number of input pattern against a huge amount of

17
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data. For instance, in network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) such as Snort1, a

system must process real time pattern matching of several hundreds (or thousands) of

complex regular expressions against data streams.

In spite of the importance of this problem, it is a quite CPU-intensive task, and

it is difficult for a software on CPU to efficiently perform massive pattern matching

for data streams in real time. For this reason, researches working on programmable

multi-core hardware have attracted increasing attention for recent years.

A GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) is a special hardware, originally designed for

graphics processing, equipped with several thousands of general purpose processing

units and high memory band width. Because of its highly parallel processing architec-

ture, GPU is recently used for general purpose (non-graphics) computation to achieve

fast processing of CPU-intensive tasks. This technique is called general purpose com-

puting on GPUs (GPGPU) and there are intensive research on high performance com-

puting field [31,49,62].

3.1.1 Main results

In this chapter, we propose fast pattern matching system on GPU HFA-BP designed

for performing massive pattern matching of a large number of very long patterns against

a data streams. As the target class of patterns, we consider a subclass of regular

expression, called extended string patterns [44], each of which has a linear form and

consists of letters and popular matching operators such as letter classes, don’t cares,

optional letters, and bounded and unbounded repeats of letter. Such class of regular

expressions are widely used in bioinformatics, complex event processing (CEP), and

network intrusion detection systems.

For example, “P0 = [AB]+B.{1, 3}[BC]?.∗C” is an extended strings over alphabet

{A,B,C} in the proposed class, which represents any string starting from more than

1https://www.snort.org
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one repeat of A and B, and followed by the followings: letter B, a gap of length from

one to three, optionally one of B or C, then a gap of length zero or more, and finally,

terminal letter C.

A basic idea of the proposed system is to transform a given extended string pat-

tern into an equivalent NFA (non-deterministic finite automaton), and then simulate

its matching efficiently on a GPU by using inter-core and intra-register parallelism

of the hardware. An obvious approach to massive string matching first transforms

a pattern string into a DFA (deterministic finite automaton) and then makes its de-

terministic simulation on a hardware, say, an ordinary CPU. For our target class of

regular expressions, however, this obvious transformation does not work at all since

this transformation from a regular expression to a DFA causes well-known exponential

brow-up of the number of states of a DFA [23].

The key of our approach is to use a compact representation of a NFA suitable to

efficient parallel execution on GPU. In this representation, called the hierarchically

decomposed NFA (or HFA, for short), a long NFA is decomposed into a collection of

small NFAs, each of which is encoded by a bit-vector stored in a computer word, and

organized into a hierarchical structure that consists of an upper module and a set of

lower modules. In running time, we perform efficient simulation of the NFA over a set of

registers using the collection of bitmasks on GPU. This simulation is done by combining

fast bit-parallel simulation [45] of the state transition of small NFAs using intra-register

parallelism in lower modules, and fast state aggregation and propagation using inter-

core parallelism in an upper module. We have two subtypes of our system, called

HFA-BP-AS and HFA-BP-BS, depending on the implementation of state aggregation.

In addition, we give theoretical analysis of computational complexity of the proposed

system.

Finally, we ran experiments on the amino-acid sequence data to evaluate efficiency

of the proposed system. In the experiments, we observed that the proposed pattern
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matching system showed linear scale-up property when the input and pattern sizes

increase as expected by theoretical analysis. The proposed system on GPU was also

two order of magnitude faster than a conventional pattern matching algorithm on CPU.

We also observed that the subtype HFA-BP-AS is slightly faster than another subtype

HFA-BP-BS.

3.1.2 Related works

We explain a recent research of massive pattern matching problem. Lin and Tsai [35]

proposed an extension of Aho-Corasick algorithm [2] on GPU. This algorithm supports

exact string matching for multiple patterns. Wu, Diao, and Rizvi [68] gave pattern

matching algorithm for complex event processing. Margara and Cugola [37] proposed

complex event processing engine on GPU.

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce our pattern matching problem our target hardware.

3.2.1 Multiple regular expression matching

Let R be a regular expression and on finite alphabet Σ and a text T ∈ Σ∗ is a sequence

of letters on Σ. We say that a regular expression R occurs in T of length n if there

exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n such that T [i..j] ∈ L(R) holds. Now, we state the multiple

regular expression matching problem as follows:

Definition 4. Multiple regular expression matching problem is, given a set of regular

expressions P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pk}, and a input text T , to report the occurrence of Pi in

T for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
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3.2.2 GPU

Graphics processing unit (GPU) is a special hardware for graphics processing. It has

several sets of processing unit, called stream multi-processor (SM), and each SM has Q

SIMD processing core and shared memory of size M which can access in low-latency.

For example, a high-end GPU, Nvidia GeForce GTX 480 released in 2011, has 15 SMs

with Q = 32 cores and shared memory of M = 64 KB, totally equipped with 480 cores.

A GPU achieves fast graphics processing by running hundreds of threads using SMs

with shared memory. The use of a GPU instead of a CPU to perform general purpose

computation is known as GPGPU (General Purpose computing on GPUs, or GPU)

and its researches have attracted much attention in recent years, especially in high

performance computing fields [6, 36,66].

3.3 Pattern Matching System on GPUs

In this section, we present our pattern matching system on GPU based on simulation

of NFAs using HFA-BP algorithm.

3.3.1 Architecture of HFA-BP family

The proposed pattern matching system, called HFA-BP system, is a core-parallel im-

plementation of hierarchical NFA (HFA) with bit-parallel extended SHIFT-AND sim-

ulation [45] on bit-based lower modules. The hardware configuration of the system

consists of two parts: host side computing using CPU and device side computing using

GPU. Overview of our system works is as follows:

1. Construct a set of bitmasks for each pattern Pi ∈ P on the host side.

2. Transport sets of bitmasks to the device side.
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3. Run pattern matching algorithm in parallel using sets of bitmasks on the device

side.

4. Return the results of pattern matching to the host side.

The HFA-BP system is further classified into the following two sub-types according

to the implementation of an upper module:

• HFA-BP-BS : A variation based on Bit-Based upper module with Bit-Serial ag-

gregation and Bit-Parallel propagation.

• HFA-BP-AS : A variation based on Array-Based upper module with Core-Parallel

Collision-Free Concurrent-Write aggregation and serial propagation.

3.3.2 The outline of HFA-BP simulation algorithm

We show the outline of our bit-parallel pattern matching algorithm for extended pattern

matching problem. In this algorithm, we use the special NFA tailored for efficient

parallel computation of NFA transitions, called hierarchical NFA (HFA for short). The

HFA is a set of NFAs, where each of NFA is stored into a w-bit register, and is consists

of two layers: a upper module UM and lower modules LM = {LM1, . . . , LMk}(k > 0).

For every lower module LMi ∈ LM , it stores NFA of length w and an upper module

stores NFA of length k. Figure 3.1 shows the HFA of Example 2.1 with w = 4.

Algorithm 2 shows the outline of HFA simulation on input text T . The algorithm

assigns GPU threads to each lower modules and a upper module. The HFA is simulated

by following steps.

Step 1: Distribute the active state from UM to LMs (Line 6).

Step 2: Simulate partial NFA transition in parallel by a letter T [i] on each LMs using

bit-parallel NFA simulation (Line 7).
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Step 3: Aggregate the active state from LMs to UM (Line 8).

Step 4: Propagate active states on UM (Line 10).

Details of the algorithm are described in following subsections.

3.3.3 NFA transitions on the lower Modules

In lower modules of HFA, we use extended Shift-AND method proposed by Navarro and

Raffinot [45] to simulate NFA transition in each lower modules. For every 0 ≤ i ≤ k,

a lower module LMi can be represented as a triplet of two types of bitmasks LMi =

⟨S, I, BM⟩, where S and I are dynamic bitmasks andBM = ⟨Ch,Rep,Ebeg, Eblk, Eend⟩

is a set of static bitmasks. S ∈ {0, 1}w represents a set of state set, where S[j] = 1

indicates j-th state of the lower module NFA is active. I ∈ {0, 1} has a information of

i-th state of upper module NFA. The a set of static bitmasks BM defined as follows:

• Ch[c] is a w bit mask that indicates all positions of letter move labeled with a

letter c in input pattern P . That is, Ch[c][i] = 1 iff the i-th state of NFA has a

outgoing letter move edge labeled with c ∈ Σ.

• Rep[c] is the w bit mask that indicates all positions of self-loops labeled with a

letter c in input pattern P . That is, Rep[c][i] = 1 iff the i-th state has a self-loop

labeled with c ∈ Σ.

• Ebeg is the w bit mask that sets 1 at the previous position of the lowest position

of every ε-block.

• Eblk is the w bit mask that sets 1’s at all positions of in every ε-block.

• Eend is the w bit mask that sets 1 at the highest position of every ε-block.

In the preprocessing, the algorithm construct a set of static bitmasks BM from an

input extended string pattern P .
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After the calculation of a set of bitmasks, we simulate transitions using runtime

algorithm RunExShiftAND shown in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, we simulate NFA

transitions on input text letter using bit-parallel technique. At first, the algorithm

propagate upper module information to S (line 2), then it perform the character tran-

sition (line 4) and ε-closure (line 5). ε-closure is compute by Algorithm 4 using carry

propagation by performing integer subtraction.

3.3.4 Aggregation and propagation on a upper module

After computing in lower module, the algorithm aggregate the results of lower modules

and compute transitions in the upper module. In aggregation phase, the algorithm

aggregates the last states of NFA in a set of lower modules using Algorithm 6. All

of the threads assigned to lower module attempt to write their information to the

upper module. Then, the algorithm propagates active states in the upper module. We

propose two different implementation of the upper module to achieve efficient parallel

aggregation and propagation describe as follows.

Bit-based upper module implementation

First, we introduce the bit-based upper module implementation. In this implementa-

tion, the upper module is implemented by a w bit register. In aggregation, since all

of the threads cannot write to single register simultaneously, the access by each lower

modules is serialized by atomic operation provided by GPU programming environment.

After aggregation phase, the algorithm computes ε-closure on upper module by using

bit-parallel operation described in Algorithm 4. In aggregation step, it consumes O(k)

time because the access by whole threads are serialized and in propagation step, it

consumes O(1) time per register.
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Array-Based Upper Module Implementation

Next, we describe the array-based implementation. In this implementation, the upper

module is implemented by a array with w cells. In aggregation, all of the threads can

write their information to the upper module simultaneously because the destinations of

each threads are different cells of the array. The propagation in upper module, however,

the algorithm have to scan the array and perform ε-closure operation in serial manner.

In this approach, the aggregation step consumes O(1) time and the propagation step

consumes O(k) time.

3.3.5 Distribution from an upper module to lower modules

Finally, we describe distribution step from an upper to lower modules shown in Algo-

rithm 5. In this step, threads assigned to lower modules access an upper module. We

utilize the property of shared memory multi-casting [25], all of the threads assigned to

lower modules can read the value of upper module in parallel.

3.4 Time and Space Complexity

In this section, we analyze space and time complexity of our GPU pattern matching

system. Since the complexities of HFA-BP-BS and HFA-BP-AS are the same, we

describe the complexity of HFA-BP-BS only. Let k = ⌈ℓ/w⌉ be the number of computer

words necessary to store the state set of an NFA with ℓ states.

3.4.1 Space complexity

In HFA-BP algorithm, HFA has one upper module and k lower modules, where k =

⌈ℓ/w⌉. For a upper module, it consists of state set mask S and three ε-transition

masks Ebeg, Eblk, Eend of length w. For a lower module, it consists of state set mask
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Algorithm 2 The proposed GPU-based pattern matching algorithm for simulating

HFA on text T .
shared memory variables:

Registers UM for upper module, and LM1, . . . , LMk for lower modules.

1: procedure HFA-BP(T: text)

2: n← the length of text T ;

3: Set the initial state of the upper module to be active;

4: Simulate ε-transitions in the upper module by EpsClo(UM);

5: for i = 0 to n do

6: par j = 0 to k − 1 do

7: Distribute active states from the upper module to lower modules by

UpperToLower(UM,LMj);

8: Simulate transition of LMj by RunExShiftAnd(LMj, T [i]);

9: for j = 0 to k − 1 do

10: Aggregate active states from lower modules to the upper module by

LowerToUpper(UM,LMj);

11: end for

12: Simulate ε-transitions in the upper module by EpsClo(UM);

13: if the final state of the upper module is active then

14: report an occurrence at i;

15: end if

16: end for

17: end procedure
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Figure 3.1: The hierarchical NFA constructed from P1 = AB+A?B?C?CB?C?A? (Ex-

ample 1) and How to simulate the transitions of the HFA.

Algorithm 3 The algorithm that simulates an NFA stored in a register LM by ex-

tended Shift-AND method.
1: procedure RunExShiftAnd(LM = ⟨S,BM⟩: module, T [i]: letter)

2: S ← S | I;

3: EpsClo(LM);

4: S ← (((S << 1) | I)&Ch[T [i]]) | (S&Rep[T [i]]);

5: EpsClo(LM);

6: end procedure

Algorithm 4 The algorithm that computes ε-closure of an NFA stored in a lower

module LM .
1: procedure EpsClo(M = ⟨S,BM⟩: module)

2: Tmp← S | Eend

3: S ← S | (Eblk&((∼ (Tmp− Ebeg)) ∧ Z))

4: end procedure
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S, three ε-transition masks, and |Σ| arrays of bitmasks for character transition and

self-loop transition. Therefore, the memory usage of RunHFA is,

Sall = (2|Σ|+ 4)⌈ℓ/w⌉+ 4

= O(|Σ|⌈ℓ/w⌉) (words)

The details are given in Table3.1.

For multi-stream pattern matching which is single pattern matching on s streams,

our algorithm can deal the task using one set of bitmasks (same as signal stream pattern

matching) and s state set mask. In this situation, we consume

Sall = s(⌈ℓ/w⌉+ 1) + (2|Σ|+ 3)⌈ℓ/w⌉+ 3

= O((s+ |Σ|)⌈ℓ/w⌉) (words)

memory space.

3.4.2 Time complexity

If the NFA size is ℓ, our algorithm runs in O(ℓ) time for preprocessing phase. The

RunHFA shown in Fig. 2 simulates NFA transition for each letter T [i] for i = 1, . . . n. In

the calculation of NFA transition (line 5 to 12), the procedure UpperToLower (Fig. 5),

RunExShiftAnd (Fig. 3), and LowerToUpper (Fig. 6) are performed on every lower

module LMj(0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1), each procedure runs in O(1) time, the total time on

lower modules is O(k) = O(⌈ℓ/w⌉). For the upper module, the procedure EpsClo

is performed on upper module runs in O(1) time. Therefore, the total time of NFA

simulation of each character in the input text is

O(⌈ℓ/w⌉) +O(1) = O(⌈ℓ/w⌉) (time). (3.1)

From discussions above, we have following theorem:
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Algorithm 5 The algorithm that distributes information of the upper module to the

i-th lower module LMi.

1: procedure UpperToLower(UM,LMi: modules)

2: if UM.S[i] = 1

3: then LM.I ← 1;

4: else LM.I ← 0;

5: end procedure

Algorithm 6 The algorithm that aggregates the result of i-th lower module LMi

transition to the upper module.

1: procedure LowerToUpper(UM =, LMi: modules)

2: if LMi.S[w] = 1

3: then UM.S[j]← 1;

4: else UM.S[j]← 0;

5: end procedure

Table 3.1: Space complexity of RunHFA algorithm.

module S ε-move char-move #module total

Upper 1 3 0 1 4

Lower 1 3 2|Σ| ⌈ℓ/w⌉ (4 + 2|Σ|)⌈ℓ/w⌉
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Theorem 1. Our proposed pattern matching algorithm HFA-BP solves extended pat-

tern matching problem in O(n⌈ℓ/w⌉) time using O(ℓ) time for preprocessing and O(|Σ|⌈ℓ/w⌉)

space, where n is the length of the input text, ℓ is the size of NFA of input pattern, w

is the computer word length.

3.5 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of our proposed system, we conducted computational

experiments.

3.5.1 Experimental settings

The experiments were performed on workstation equipped with a host CPU 2.8GHz

Intel Core i7 processor with 12GB RAM and a device GPU Nvidia GTX 480 in Fermi

micro-architecture, operating on Debian GNU/Linux 6.0.5. We used g++ 4.6.3 and

CUDA 5.0 as the compiler.

In the experiments, we used 10 MB of amino-acid sequence data whose alphabet

size is |Σ| = 20 from ExPASy : SIB Bioinformatics Resource Portal2 as the input text

and random generated extended string regular expressions as the input pattern. For

Exp.4, we also obtained 771 real PROSITE patterns from ExPASy.

We compared following methods:

• HFA-BP-BS: the GPU implementation of the proposed bit-parallel HFA simu-

lation algorithm of Sec. 3.3 in CUDA language3.

• HFA-BP-AS: the GPU implementation of the proposed bit-parallel HFA simu-

lation algorithm, where the upper module is implemented by array.

2http://expasy.org/
3https://developer.nvidia.com/category/zone/cuda-zone

http://expasy.org/
https://developer.nvidia.com/category/zone/cuda-zone
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• TFA-AP: the GPU implementation of Thompson’s NFA simulation algorithm

[61], it consumes O(nℓ) time and O(ℓ) word space using integer array of length

ℓ for representing a state set. In pattern matching, GPU threads are assigned to

each state array and computes transitions of each state. Therefore total number

of threads is ℓ.

We also implemented non-parallel version of HFA-BP-BS running on CPU, called HFA-

BP-BS-CPU, using C++ language.

3.5.2 Exp. 1: Comparison against the size of the text

In this experiment, we measured running time of algorithms by varying the size of the

input text from 1MB to 10MB. We fix the input pattern length as ℓ = 130 and the

number of input pattern as 100. Fig. 3.2 shows the running time of three algorithms

described above. In Fig. 3.2, the running time of all the algorithm grew linear with

respect to the size of the input text. HFA-BP-BS is approximately 20 times faster than

TFA-AP and approximately 1.3 times faster than HFA-BP-AS.

3.5.3 Exp. 2: Comparison against the number of the patterns

In this experiment, we measured running time of algorithms by varying the number of

the input patterns from 100 to 1000. We fix the input pattern size as ℓ = 130 and the

size of the text as 1MB. Fig. 3.3 shows the result. TFA-AP algorithm couldn’t run with

500 patterns or more because the memory shortage in shared memory. HFA-BP-BS

and HFA-BP-AS could run up to 1000 patterns. This result shows us the advantage

of compact representation of NFA on lower modules.
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Figure 3.2: The running time of the HFA-BP-BS, HFA-BP-AS, and TFA-AP by varying

the size of the input text from 1MB to 10MB. The number of threads invoke of HFA-

BP-BS and HFA-BP-AS is ⌈ℓ/w⌉+ 1. The number of threads for TFA-AP is ℓ.
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Figure 3.3: The running time of the HFA-BP-BS, HFA-BP-AS, and TFA-AP by varying

the number of patterns from 100 to 1000.
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3.5.4 Exp. 3: Comparison against input pattern length

We compared the running time of HFA-BP-BS-GPU, HFA-BP-BS-CPU, and HFA-BP-

AS-GPU by varying the length of input pattern. The input pattern length measured

by the number of words L = ⌈ℓ/w⌉. The pattern length varied from 1 to 15 and we

fix the number of patterns as 100. In Fig. 3.4, we observe the running time of GPU

implementation HFA-BP-BS-GPU and HFA-BP-AS-GPU is faster than HFA-BP-BS-

CPU when L = 2 or longer and We also observe that HFA-BP-BS-GPU is two times

faster than HFA-BP-BS-CPU when L = 12.

3.5.5 Exp. 4: Benchmarking on real pattern dataset

We compared the running time of HFA-AP-BS-GPU, and PFAC algorithm on 771

PROSITE patterns and 2MB of amino acid text. The implementation of PFAC is

obtained from the author’s site4. To apply PFAC algorithm to the PROSITE pattern,

we expand each PROSITE pattern into its language, and then search against the text.

The specifications of the PROSITE patterns and the expanded strings is shown in

table 3.2. Table 3.3 shows that the proposed algorithm is 156 times faster than PFAC

algorithm.

3.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we propose fast massive pattern matching system on GPU. In the

proposed system, we give the GPU extension of bit-parallel pattern matching algo-

rithm HFA-BP based on hierarchical module decomposition of NFA. The key of the

proposed algorithm is In the experiment, our algorithm achieved twenty times faster

than straight forward Thompson NFA implementation on GPU. The key of fast pat-

tern matching is the compact representation of NFA using bit-parallel technique and

4https://github.com/pfac-lib/pfac

https://github.com/pfac-lib/pfac
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Figure 3.4: The running time of HFA-BP-BS-GPU, HFA-BP-BS-CPU, and HFA-BP-

AS-GPU by varying the input pattern length.

Table 3.2: The specifications of the PROSITE patterns and its expanded strings.

#patterns size

PROSITE 771 18KB

expanded 417,991,018 5.3GB
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module decomposition for GPU parallel execution.

In our algorithm, the aggregation step is the bottle neck of computing HFA tran-

sition. As the future work, we will consider efficient parallel aggregation method. It

is also an interesting problem to extend our system to real world stream data such as

GPS trajectories.
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Table 3.3: The running time and speedup of GPU implementaions.

PFAC HFA-AP-BS speedup

PROSITE 1567.7 sec 10.8 sec 156 times





Chapter 4

Efficient Complex Temporal

Pattern Detection over Trajectory

Streams

In this chapter, we study the regular expression matching problem on trajectory data.

First, we formulate the regular expression matching on trajectory data under L∞ dis-

tance extended from the problem on strings. Then, we present efficient bit-parallel

algorithm for the online trajectory regular expression matching problem that runs in

O(nm log log n/ log n) time using O(m) space and O(m log log n) preprocessing time

on unit-cost word RAM with w = Θ(log n) bit computer word, where n and m are

the size of an input text trajectory and an input trajectory regular expression. The

key to our algorithm is combining bit-parallel NFA simulation for calculating efficient

NFA transitions and the simple point location data structure for detecting the matched

pattern point with input text trajectory point. In practice, this algorithm expect to

work efficiently on the machine equipped with long computer word such as GPU and

hardware accelerator (e.g. Intel Xeon Phi). This chapter is based on the papers [56,57].

39
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4.1 Background

Recent advancing of sensing technology and the wide spread of mobile GPS devices,

huge amount of trajectory of moving object have emerged. Since trajectory data is

time series d-dimensional numerical data, it is difficult to apply the regular expression

matching technique to this problem directly. In this chapter, we propose a new ap-

proach to this problem, called geometric bit-parallel matching, by combining efficient

point location data structures and bit-parallel simulation of non-deterministic finite

automata (NFA for short), which has advantages in flexibility and efficiency compared

to the previous approaches. Based on this approach, we introduce a subclass of ge-

ometric temporal patterns, called extended geometric sequence patterns, which are

simple regular expressions consisting of concatenation, bounded and unbounded gaps,

and repetition over rectangular regions with size r. This class can represent popular

geometric queries including bounded and unbounded duration OD queries, by-way-of

OD queries, and trajectory pattern queries widely used in geographic information sys-

tems (GIS for short). In the case of L∞ distance over points and any fixed dimension d,

we present an efficient online algorithm that detects all occurrences of a given pattern

of size m in a continuous stream of n points in O(nm log log n/ log n) time, while the

previous fastest algorithms have worst-case time complexity O(nm) for exact pattern

matching in 1-dim. Hence, this is the first result achieving sub-quadratic time in geo-

metric temporal pattern matching for a subclass of regular expressions. Finally, we also

show computational experiments to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed algorithm.

4.2 Related work

Information retrieval on trajectory data have been studied intensively since 1990s in

data engineering and geometric information systems (GIS) field. Faloutsos et al. [15]

proposed the index structure based on R*-tree for subsequence matching on one-
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dimensional trajectory data.

For online trajectory stream processing, a clustering algorithm for anomaly detec-

tion is proposed by Piciarelli et al. [48]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no

studies about online pattern matching on multidimensional trajectory data. The on-

line trajectory matching algorithm proposed by Sasakawa et al. [52] is approximate

trajectory matching algorithm on encoded trajectory by the encoding scheme also pro-

posed in the paper. In this algorithm, the trajectory similarity precision is depends on

coding scheme, we cannot set similarity parameter arbitrarily without decoding.

In complex event processing (CEP) and event stream processing (ESP), there are

studies on pattern matching for time series 1-dimensional numerical value sequence

data. Sadri et al. [50] proposed the pattern matching algorithm inspired by Knuth-

Morris-Pratt (KMP) algorithm [29]. Harada [21] proposed the pattern matching al-

gorithm inspired by Boyer-Moore (BM) algorithm [10]. Saito et al. [51] proposed the

pattern matching algorithm inspired by SHIFT-AND algorithm [4,69]. From the view

of practical aspect, these algorithms show good performance on the computational ex-

periments, but from the view of theoretical aspect, the worst case complexity of these

algorithms are O(nm) time that is same as naive method, where n and m are the size

of input text trajectory and pattern trajectory.

Recent breakthrough: The problem of computing discrete Frechet distance

Agarwal et al. [1] consider the decision problem of discrete Frechet distance problem.

For the problem, the algorithm runs in O(nm) time based on dynamic programming is

known in previous studies. Discrete Frechet distance is informally, given input trajec-

tory A and B of length m and n, the minimum leash length to connect two frogs, jump

along with n and m specific stones whether without backtracking on trajectory A and

B, respectively. The decision version of this problem [14] is, give trajectory A and B,

and non-negative real number r, decide whether the discrete Frechet distance between
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A and B is shorter than r or not. Agarwal et al. give the algorithm based on following

idea; first, we compile trajectory A into a deterministic finite automaton (DFA), and

then it runs on trajectory B; To accelerate calculate distance between points, it use

the point location data structure [13]. The algorithm is first subquadratic algorithm

for the decision problem of discrete Frechet distance between two trajectories that runs

in O(mn log log n/(log n)2) time. using O(m+ n) space.

On the other hand, it is difficult to apply this algorithm to online version of this

problem because of the memory consumption. In the preprocessing of this algorithm,

for the parameter 0 < c < 1, we divide the trajectory B into blocks whose size is

x = c log n, and construct a table of O(2x) = O(nc) = O(n) space. We look up this

table using constant time throughout the algorithm. In online case, we cannot perform

preprocessing because determine the length of trajectory B Therefore, we cannot apply

this algorithm to trajectory stream searching.

4.3 Preliminaries

In this section, we give the basic definitions and notations on our geometric temporal

pattern matching problem.

4.3.1 Basic definitions

Let N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} be the set of all non-negative integers, and R be the set of all real

numbers. For integers i ≤ j, [i..j] denotes the discrete interval {i, i + 1, . . . , j} ⊆ N,

while for real numbers a ≤ b, [a, b] denotes the closed interval {x ∈ R | a ≤ x ≤ b} ⊆ R.

Similarly, we define intervals (a, b), (a, b], and [a, b) as usual. For a set A of elements,

we denote by |A| the cardinality of A, and by A∗ the set of all sequences over A. For

a set S ⊆ A∗ of sequences over A, we denote by ||S|| =
∑

s∈S |s| the total length of S.

We prepare some notions in geometry. Let d ≥ 0 be a positive integer called the
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dimension and q ∈ N ∪ {∞} be a norm parameter. Let Rd be a d-dimensional space,

where each element p = (p1, . . . , pd) of Rd is called a point in Rd, where pi ∈ R is the

i-th coordinate of p. We often denote the universe Rd of points by Σ. As the distance

between two points p and q in Rd, we use L∞ distance defined by

δ(p, q) = δ∞(p, q) = max
i∈[1..d]

{|pi − qi|}. (4.1)

On the other hand, we can naturally define the problem with L2 distance, δ2(p, q) =

{
∑

i∈[1..d] |pi− qi|2}1/2. instead of L∞ distance, but we don’t discuss the problem in this

chapter.

A trajectory in Rd is a sequence S = p1 . . . pk of length k ≥ 0, where S[i] = pi ∈ Rd

is a point in Rd for i ∈ [1..n]. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k, we denote by S[i..j] the

subtrajectory pipi+1 . . . pj for positions from i to j, and by ε the empty trajectory of

length zero. If i > j, we define S[i..j] = ε.

4.3.2 The class of extended trajectory patterns

Our target class of patterns is the class of extended trajectory patterns defined as follows,

which are regular expressions over elementary region expressions, which will be defined

below. In what follows, we assume L∞-distance if it is clear form context.

First of all, we introduce elementary region expressions as basic components of our

pattern language. Let q ∈ N ∪ {∞} be a norm parameter.

Definition 5. An elementary region expression in Rd is a pair e = (c, r) of a point

c ∈ Rd and a positive number r > 0 that represents the closed sub-region of Rd

Rq(c, r) = { p ∈ Rd | δq(c, p) ≤ r } ⊆ Rd. (4.2)

consisting of all points p in Rd whose distance from c is at most r.

Specifically, L∞(c, r) is the axis-aligned box
∏d

i=1[pi − 0.5r, pi + 0.5r] ⊆ Rd in L∞-

distance, while L2(c, r) is the disk with radius r centered at c in L2-distance. In what
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follows, R denotes the class of all elementary region expressions defined in this way. If

no confusion arises, we also denote by R the class of regions represented by elementary

regions in R.

The class of extended trajectory patterns E in Rd, denoted by EXTP, is a subclass

of regular expressions defined over elementary region expressions as follows. In what

follows, “≡” means the notational equivalence and we use exponentiation of elements

to denote repetition, i.e. a3 = aaa.

Definition 6. (Extended trajectory pattern) An extended trajectory pattern is a se-

quence of some components E = e1 . . . em(m ≥ 0), where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ei is an

expression, called a component , with associated language L(ei) in one of the following

forms:

1. An elementary region expression ei = (c, r) ∈ Rd is a component with the lan-

guage L(ei) = Rq(c, r) ⊆ Rd.

2. A don’t care ei = Σ is a component with the language L(Σ) = Rd.

3. A finite class ei = (ei1| . . . |eik), k ≥ 1, is a component that represents as the

language the disjunction L(ei) = L(ei1) ∪ . . . ∪ L(eik), where ei1, ..., eik are ele-

mentary region expressions in Rd. Note that a letter and a don’t care are a finite

class of points.

4. An optional expression ei = α? is a component that represents as the language

the optional components L(α?) = L(α)∪{ε}, meaning either putting the element

α itself or skipping it.

5. A bounded repeat ei = α{x, y} is a component, where 0 ≤ x ≤ y, with equivalence

α{x, y} ≡ (α?)y−xαx that represents the repeat of sub-expression α with some

number of times between x and y. If α is a don’t care ’Σ’, then ei is called a

bounded length gap.
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6. An unbounded repeat ei = α∗ and ei = α+ are components that represent the set

of all sequences with length ≥ 0 and all sequences of length ≥ 1 of elements from

L(α), where α+ ≡ αα∗. If α is a don’t care ’Σ’, then ei is called a variable length

don’t care (VLDC for short) or unbounded length gap.

In the above definition, α denotes either an elementary region expression, a don’t

care, or a finite class. We sometimes use ’.’ as a delimiter between consecutive compo-

nents, not as a wildcard. For an extended trajectory pattern E = e1 · · · em, we define

its language by L(E) = L(e1) · · ·L(em). Each member R in L(E) is called an instance

of E, which is a sequence of elementary regions R = R1 · · ·Rm by definition. The

size (or the length) of the pattern E is measured by the number of elementary region

expressions and operators appearing in E.

Example 2. Let d = 2 and q =∞. We show examples of extended trajectory patterns

in R2 with L∞-distance, where A,B, and C are rectangular regions in R2 and note that

’.’ is a delimiter, not a wildcard as we defined above.

• E1 = ABABC.

• E2 = [AB]+.B.Σ{1, 3}.[BC]?.Σ∗.C.

• E3 = A.[BC]∗.Σ{0, 4}.D+.

We say that R is an exact string patterns (also called a string pattern), denoted

by STR, if every component ei of an extended patterns R = e1 · · · em is a elementary

region in R such as E1 above.

4.3.3 Pattern matching problem

The pattern matching problem that we consider in this chapter is obtained from the

ordinary regular expression matching problem for strings [43] by replacing the character
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matching “a = b?” between letters with the containment test “p ∈ R?” between a

point p and an elementary region R ∈ R.

An instance R = R1 · · ·Rm ∈ R∗ matches a trajectory T = t1 . . . tm ∈ (Rd)∗ of the

same length m if the following containment condition is satisfied.

ti ∈ Ri, ∀i ∈ [1..m] (4.3)

Then, we say that a extended trajectory pattern E occurs in trajectory stream

T of length n if there exists some positions 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and some instance R =

R1 · · ·Rm ∈ L(E) of E such that the subtrajectory T [i..j] matches R. In this case, we

call the position j the occurrence of E in T .

Now we state the geometric temporal pattern matching problem as follows:

Definition 7. (Extended trajectory pattern matching problem) Given an extended tra-

jectory pattern R ∈ EXTP and an input trajectory stream T , report all the occurrences

of R in T .

4.3.4 Applications of extended trajectory patterns

We introduce applications of the trajectory patterns in the context of geographical

information systems (GIS). This class of patterns can represent following queries widely

used in GIS field:

(1) Origin-Destination query (OD query): An OD query specify only the start point

a and end point b in Rd and don’t care about the route where the trajectory

go through. In our framework, this query can be written as extended trajectory

pattern “A.∗B”, where regions A and B ⊆ Rd specify the origin and destination

areas and unbounded repeat “.∗” of wildcard “.” (actually this is the whole space

Rd) represents any route of unbounded length between A and B.
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(2) Bounded OD query : An bounded OD query is a OD query that the length of

matched trajectory is bounded. This query can be written as “A · {x, y}B” for

0 ≤ x ≤ y using bounded length gap. This query matches trajectories that

start and end point are A and B, respectively, and whose length l is bounded in

x+ 2 ≤ l ≤ y + 2.

(3) by-way-of query : By-way-of query that specify the several number of points where

the trajectory go though and can also bound the length between the points. We

can consider this query as several concatenations of unbounded/bounded OD

queries.

4.4 The Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we present an efficient pattern matching algorithm ExTM (extended

trajectory matcher) for extended trajectory patterns.

4.4.1 Outline

The proposed algorithm ExTM is an extension of bit-parallel string matching algorithm,

known as Extended SHIFT-AND proposed by Navarro et al. [45] for trajectories in d-

dimensional trajectory. In Algorithm 7, we give an outline of ExTM.

A basic idea of the algorithm ExTM is to firstly transform a given pattern into a

non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) over elementary region, and then, construct

a set of bitmasks

We start with given an extended trajectory pattern

E2 = [AB]+ B Σ{1, 3} [BC]? Σ∗ C (4.4)

in EXTP, where A,B,C are elementary region expressions in R.
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4.4.2 Normalization of a pattern

First, we expand all components defined through “syntax sugar” with the follow-

ing equalities α? ≡ (α|ε), α{x, y} ≡ (α?)y−xαx, and α+ ≡ α.α∗. We also apply

α∗ ≡ (α|ε).α∗ only when α∗ does not follow any other α. Then, the resulting nor-

mal form Extend(E) = e1 · · · em of length m contains only region expressions, optional

component, and unbounded repeat.

For example, the input pattern E2 above is normalized to

Expand(E2) = [AB][AB]∗ B Σ? Σ? Σ [BC]? Σ∗ C. (4.5)

by the above expansion.

4.4.3 Transformation from a normalized expression to a re-

gion NFA

Next, we transform the obtained pattern Extend(E) = e1 · · · em of length m into a

non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) in linear shape, defined over an alphabet

of elementary regions. The obtained NFA is called a region NFA and is represented

as NE = (QE,Σ,RE, EE, q0, qf ), where QE = {0, . . . ,m} is the state set, Σ = Rd is

the universe of input points, q0 = 0 and qf = m are the initial and final states, and

EE ⊆ QE × RE × QE is the transition relation. For example, the expanded pattern

Expand(E2) above is transformed into the NFA shown in Fig. 4.1.

Specifically, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the i-th component ei of Expand(E) is transformed

into the i-th transition triple τi = (i− 1, e, i) according to the type of ei as follows.

• If ei is either single region expression e ∈ R or a don’t care e = Σ, τi is the

directed edge (i− 1, e, i).

• If ei is an optional component e?, τi is the pair of parallel directed edges (i−1, e, i)

and (i− 1, ε, i).
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• If ei is an unbounded repeat e∗, τi is the directed edge (i−1, e, i) with the self-loop

(i, e, i) at end point i.

In Fig. 4.1, we see the example of transformation for unbounded repeat e1 = [A, B]∗,

single region e2 = B, and optional component e3 = Σ?, resp., in transitions {(0, [A, B], 1),

(1, [A, B], 1)}, {(1, B, 2)}, and {(2, Σ, 3), (2, ε, 3)} of the NFA for E2.

Any directed edge τ is classified into one of the following three types: an ε-edge

goes from i − 1 to i and labeled by ε; a goto-edge goes from i − 1 to i and labeled

with one or more regions; a self-loop goes from i to itself with one or more regions. By

construction of our region NFA, there are at most m edges in each types.

4.4.4 Basic simulation method for a region NFA

Let T = t1 · · · tn ∈ (Rd)∗ be an input trajectory of length n.

For ordinary NFAs on strings of letters, there is a well-known method, called the

Thompson NFA simulation [44], that can simulate the computation of a given NFA

with m states on an input string of length n in O(mn) time and O(m) space. We can

extend this method by slight modification of the original method as follows.

To apply Thompson’s method, we need some preprocessing of an NFANE. Consider

the set RE of all elementary regions appearing in the NFA NEas the labels of transition

edges. Given any point t ∈ Rd as input, a region R in RE is hitting t if the input point

t falls inR, i.e., t ∈ R. Let HitRegion(t) ⊆ RE be the set of all hitting elementary

regions w.r.t. t.

Using a set of pebbles to indicate active states of NE at each moment of computa-

tion, the modified Thompson simulation method proceeds as follows.

• Initially at stage 0, we put a pebble at the initial state q0, which indicates the

only active state. Make all possible ε-transitions on NE.

• For every stage i = 1, . . . , n, we iterate the following processes:
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(i) Receive the next input point t = ti ∈ Rd.

(ii) Find the set of all elementary regions HitRegion(t) that the input point t

falls in.

(iii) For every region R inHitRegion(t) and every transition edge τ = (x,R, y) ∈

EE labeled by R, make a transition on τ with moving copies of a pebble at

source state x to all possible destination states y, if possible.

(iv) Finally, make all possible ε-transitions on NE.

(v) If the final state qf has a pebble, i.e., it is active, then report match at

position i.

If we use a data structure with f(m) = O(log n) time and g(m) = O(m) word space

to compute the setHitRegion(t), such as ones by Kirkpatrick [7], we can implement the

above modification of Thompson’s NFA simulation method with O(n{m + logm}) =

O(nm) time and O(m) word space for the class of extended trajectory patterns.

This complexity is still same to the naive matching algorithm for STR and smaller

than the backtracking regular expression matching algorithm with exponential time.

In the following subsections, we describe how to achieve speed-up and compaction of

memory.

4.4.5 Partition of NFA into O(log n)-sized blocks

After this transformation, the states set ofNE is then partitioned into blocksN1, . . . , N⌈m/b⌉

of size h = O(log n). For each 1 ≤ k ≤ ⌈m/b⌉, the block NFA

Nk = (Q(k),Σ,R(k), E (k), q(k)0 , q
(k)
f ), (4.6)

where the k-th state set Q(k) consists of at most b states from b(k− 1) to bk, at most b

directed edges, and at most b elementary regions. Then, we preprocess the block NFA

Nk to build the following two structures:
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• A point location index Ik that stores a collection Rk of elementary regions con-

tained in the block NFA Nk. This is used to find the set of all elementary regions

in Rk in which a given input point p falls.

• A collection Bk of bit-masks that succinctly encodes the transition relation Ek of

the block NFA Nk. This is used to simulate the state transition of the block NFA

Nk on an input trajectories.

Details of these structures described in following subsections.

4.4.6 A simple point location index

Let A(Rk) is an arrangement [13] that is the partition of the plane formed byRk. LetRk

be a pattern trajectory of size h = O(log n) and A(Rk) be an arrangement determined

by Rk. It is known that the number of faces in A(Rk) are O(h2) [13]. F(Rk) denotes

a set of faces determined by the arrangement A(Rk), and F(Rk) = {f1, . . . , fℓ}, where

ℓ = O(h2)). Figure 4.2 is the example of arrangement A(P ), where P = p1p2 · · · p6 and

F (P ) = {f1, f2, · · · , f13}.

Now, we describe simple point location index I∥ answers the set of all elementary

region in Rk in which a given input point p falls. Let Segi(Rk) is a collection of

segments defined by projecting edges of the each elementary region R ∈ Rk onto i-th

axises. Figure 4.3 is the example of projection onto x-axis (1st-axis) in 2-dimensional

case. In this example, Seg1(P ) = {[x1, x2), [x2, x3), · · · , [x11, x12)}.

The basic idea to implement this index is to represent the face fj ∈ F (Rk) disjoint

union of product of Segi(Rk) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. For each i = 1, 2 · · · , d, we compute

Segi(Rk) = {[xi, xi+1)|i = 0, · · · , k} by sorting the coordinates of projection of edges in

O(h log h) time, where x0 = −∞, and xk+1 =∞. Next, for each segment s ∈ Segi(Rk),

we store a set of the elementary region intersect with s as bitmask representation

BMi[s] ∈ {0, 1}h. We can store a bitmask of length h using ⌈h/m⌉ words. In Figure 4.3,
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for the segment s = [x7, x8), BM1[s] stores the bitmask representation of {B3, B4, B5}.

The size of Segi(Rk) is O(h) and for each dimension 1 ≤ i ≤ d and for each segment

s ∈ Segi(Rk), the size of BMi[s] is O(h) × O(h/w) = O(h2/w). Assuming that

w = O(logn) from word RAM assumption, and h = O(log n), the total space of this

index is O(h2/w) = O(log n).

In the querying, we search the segment si that a given input point p falls by binary

search on Segi(Rk) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d using O(log h) time, and then, we get bitmasks

BMi[si]. We finally get the bitmask representation of the set of the set of all elementary

region in Rk contains an input point p by taking bitwise AND of BMi[si] for 1 ≤ i ≤ d

using O(h/w) time. From discussion above, we have following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let R be a set of elementary regions of size h = O(log n). Given an

input point p, there exits a point location index answers the bitmask representation of

the set of the set of all elementary region in R contains in O(log log n) time using

O(log n log log n) preprocessing time and O(log n) space on the word RAM.

4.4.7 Bit-parallel simulation of NFA in ExTM

We give the efficient NFA simulation algorithm Seach. Algorithm 8 shows our NFA

simulation. To simulate region NFA efficiently, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ b, and a given input

point p, we use a collection of bitmasks Bk includes following set of bitmasks of length

h:

• Eblk is the bitmask that sets 1 at all positions of ε-transition starts.

• Ebeg is the bitmask that sets 1 at the previous position of the lowest position of

every ε-block.

• Eend is the h bit mask that sets 1 at the highest position of every ε-block.

We also define bitmasks for forward transition.
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[AB] B Σ Σ Σ [BC] Σ
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C

Figure 4.1: The extended trajectory pattern NFA of E2 = [AB]+.B.Σ{1, 3}.[BC]?.Σ∗.C.

Algorithm 7 ExTM(P, T )
Preprocessing:

1: Construct an NFA NE accepts an input pattern P .

2: Compute a set of bitmasks B representing NFA NE.

3: Construct a spatial index I.

4: Store a set of bitmasks into I for each block.

Searching:

5: Simulate NFA on T using point location index I.

p1

p3

p2

p4

p5

p6

f1

f2

f3

f4

f5

f10

f9f6

f7

f8

f11
f12

f13

Figure 4.2: The example of arrangement.
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P1
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B2
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Figure 4.3: Example of projection onto x-axis.

Algorithm 8 EXTM search(I, T )
1: for i = 1 to n do

2: for j = 1 to b do

3: CHR[T [i]]← 0m

4: REP [T [i]]← 0m

5: CHRj[T [i]], REPj[T [i]]← Ij(T [i])

6: append CHRj[T [i]] to CHR[T [i]]

7: append REPj[T [i]] to REP [T [i]]

8: end for

9: S ← (((S ≪ 1) & CHR[T [i]]) | 1) | (S & REP [T [i]])

10: Tmp← S | Eend

11: S ← S | (Eblk & ((∼ (Tmp− Ebeg))⊕ Z))

12: end for
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• CHR[p] is the bitmask representation of a set of elementary region of forward

edge that contains an input point p. This mask is calculated by Ik.

• REP [p] is the bitmask representation of a set of elementary region of self-loop

edge that contains an input point p. This mask is calculated by Ik.

Next, we describe bit-parallel NFA simulation. In this simulation, first, for each

1 ≤ j ≤ b, we query by an input point p to point location index to get CHRj[p], and

REPj[p], then, we concatenate each of them to get bitmasks CHR[p] and REP [p] of

total length m. Secondly, the forward and self-loop letter transitions by an input point

p simulates by following update formula.

S ← (((S ≪ 1) & CHR[p]) | 1) | (S & REP [p]) (4.7)

Thirdly, following three lines of code makes ε-transitions:

High← S | Eend (4.8)

Low ← High− Ebeg (4.9)

S ← (Eblk & ((∼ Low)⊕High)) (4.10)

| S (4.11)

Finally, we check the acceptance by following code:

if S & 10m−1 ̸= 0m then report occurrence (4.12)

This NFA simulation is almost same as Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm [45].

4.4.8 Complexity analysis

Combining the point location index introduce in Section 4.4.6 and bit-parallel NFA

simulation, we have following theorem.
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Theorem 2. The algorithm ExTM solves the extended trajectory pattern matching

problem in O(nm log log n/ log n) time using O(m) space and O(m log log n) prepro-

cessing time.

Proof. In preprocessing, we construct region NFA from an input pattern and divide

into h = O(log n) sized blocks. For each block, we construct a set of bitmasks and a

point location index. From lemma 1, this phase consumes O(log n log log n) time. The

number of blocks is ⌈m/h⌉ = O(m/ log n). Therefore, the total time of the preprocess-

ing is

O(m/ log n)×O(log n log log n) = O(m log log n) (4.13)

In searching, for each point of the input text trajectory T , at line 2 – line 7 in

Algorithm 8, we consumes O(log log n) time for each block, and the number of blocks

is O(m/ log n). Then, the total time is

O(m/ log n)×O(log log n) = O(m log log n/ log n). (4.14)

At line 9 – line 11, We simulate transitions of NFA by bit-parallel NFA simulation runs

inO(m/w) time. Therefore, the total time of the searching phase isO(nm log log n/ log n)

time.

For the space complexity, a set of bitmask use O(m/w) = O(m/ log n) word. The

point location index consumes O(log n) space for each block. Therefore the total space

complexity is

O(m/ log n)× (O(log n) +O(m/ log n)) = O(m). (4.15)

4.5 Chapter Summery

In this chapter, we considered trajectory regular expression matching problem. We pro-

posed efficient bit-parallel matching algorithm for the problem runs inO(nm log log n/ log n)
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time using O(m) space and O(m log log n) preprocessing time where n and m are the

size of an input text trajectory and an input trajectory regular expression.





Chapter 5

Oblivious Evaluation of

Non-deterministic Finite Automata

with Application to

Privacy-Preserving Virus Genome

Detection

By recent emergence of huge amount of data (as know as big data), data analysis

and its utilization have attracted huge attentions. There are a number of studies for

real world applications of big data analysis, e.g. web advertising [11], traffic accidents

prediction [24], and personal healthcare [40]. However, the privacy concerns of big data

analysis have also been emerged. For example, Sweeney suggests in [60] that we can

re-identify Governor of Massachusetts’ health record from anonymized public medical

dataset by combining several public data. We cannot leave the privacy problem to

utilize big data.

In this chapter, we study pattern matching problem for analyzing sensitive data. We

59
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especially consider pattern matching performing between two parties, Alice and Bob,

the one party has secret pattern and the other party has secret text. The problem is to

report the existence of pattern in the text to Alice (or Bob) without any information

leakage about the secret pattern and text each other.

As main results, we propose efficient oblivious automata evaluation protocols for

regular expression and approximate string matching based on NFA evaluation. These

protocols are first polynomial time protocols for oblivious automata evaluation with

respect to the size of input regular expression. Experimental results demonstrate that

our method can be orders of magnitude faster than DFA-based methods, making it

applicable to real-life scenarios, such as privacy-preserving detection of viral infection

using genomic data. This chapter is based on the paper [54].

5.1 Background

String matching is a long-standing field of discrete algorithms with numerous applica-

tions such as genome analysis [20], network surveillance [30] and cloud computing [34],

where the need for privacy preservation is rapidly mounting.

In medical genomics, for example, oblivious string matching can be crucially rele-

vant to clinical diagnoses based on sequenced data: recent work [5] has shown that the

analysis of DNA or RNA reads, such as obtained through next-generation sequencing

techniques, can provide a quick and relatively inexpensive way to test for the presence

of specific pathogens in a patient’s sample. In a number of cases, however, part or all

the information needed to conduct the test, as well as the result itself, may need to

be kept secret from the contributing parties. For commercial or safety reasons (e.g.

bio-terrorism), the testing authority may need to keep the exact pathogen sequence

private, while patients may not wish to trust a third-party conducting the test with

their own genomic data or the status of their diagnosis. In such a scenario, the privacy
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must be kept rigorously on both sides, and cryptographic methods must be employed

despite increased computational and communication costs. In cloud computing [34],

an administrator may need to audit cloud access logs to detect malicious accesses. At

the same time, it is not desirable to provide the administrator with access to users’

private information. Oblivious string matching allows the administrator to audit the

logs with complete privacy protection.

In string matching, an automaton holder has an automaton representing a regular

expression while a text holder keeps a text string that needs to be tested. The text

holder submits the text to the automaton holder letter by letter, triggering state tran-

sitions in the automaton, and finally obtains a notification of acceptance or rejection.

Encryption allows us to perform the procedure obliviously, that is, with proof that

the automaton holder has gained no knowledge about the text and the text holder no

knowledge about the automaton and state transitions that occurred. Typically, several

rounds of communication involving decryption and re-encryption are required to make

a transition happen. An oblivious string matching method is evaluated by its compu-

tational cost for the automaton and text holders, communication cost and number of

communication rounds.

A regular expression can be represented either by a DFA or an NFA. Troncoso

et al. [63] and Frikken [16] designed oblivious string matching algorithms based on

DFAs. An advantage of DFAs is that the active state is always unique and easy

to keep track of. NFAs, on the other hand, have multiple active states leading to

inferior run-time efficiency in non-oblivious settings. The size of NFAs, however, can be

exponentially smaller than DFAs. In this chapter, we present an NFA-based oblivious

string matching algorithm and prove it has better computational complexity bounds

than DFA-based methods (Table 5.1). Our algorithm, termed ONE (Oblivious NFA

evaluation), despite requiring a larger number of rounds, takes full advantage of NFA’s

compactness, making it exponentially faster than DFA-based algorithms in worst-case
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complexity. Furthermore, our algorithm allows us to trade some privacy for speed by

selectively disclosing a part of the graph structure of NFA.

Approximate string matching (as know as sequence alignment) is often imple-

mented via dynamic programming (cf. Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman al-

gorithms [43]). Such methods fill up a table with intermediate costs, where the com-

putation of a cost involves integer comparison that cannot be implemented obliviously

without Yao’s garbled circuits [70]. We propose a novel oblivious technique based on

Ukkonen NFAs [64]: a special grid-structured NFA. Existing algorithms either convert

the NFA to a DFA [64] or require various manipulations beyond addition and multi-

plication [69]. ONE can be applied to Ukkonen NFA as well, but we will show that

a protocol specially designed for Ukkonen NFA to improve computation and commu-

nication complexity by utilizing its regular grid structure. Both of our algorithms are

secure against a semi-honest model.
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5.2 Matrix-based NFA Evaluation

Additive homomorphic cryptosystems [47] allow us to perform addition of two integers

without decryption. Oblivious multiplication protocols can be designed based on the

cryptosystem, if several communication rounds are allowed [46]. When evaluating a

NFA, active states are updated by following directed edges [64], typically implemented

as pointers. However, following pointers in an oblivious manner is more difficult than

performing addition and multiplication. Thus we propose the following NFA evaluation

algorithm consisting solely of matrix calculations.

In this chapter, we assume that the input NFA is a transitive closure NFA: if state

k is ε-reachable from state j, i.e., there exists a path connecting j and k consisting

of ε-transitions only, then the automaton contains an ε-transition from j to k. If the

given NFA is not a transitive closure NFA, it can be computed in O(m3) time and

O(m2) space [43].

Initially, only start states are active. As a text, T = T [1], . . . , T [n], is given letter by

letter, active states transition by following edges with the corresponding letter. Thus,

when evaluating an NFA, one must track multiple active states simultaneously. All

states connected to an active state with ε-transitions immediately turn active, and all

start states always stay active. When at least one of the accept states is active at time

i, the prefix T [1..i] is accepted. Language L(F ) is the set of strings represented by all

paths from start states to accept states. If T [1..i] is accepted, a suffix of T [1..i] belongs

to L(F ).

Let us define a mask matrix M [σ] as follows. If (j, σ, k) ∈ E, M [σ]j,k = 0 and

M [σ]j,k = 1 otherwise. It is the complement of the adjacency matrix restricted to

letter σ. M [ε] is a mask matrix for ε-edges. The active state array is defined as

S ∈ Zm, where S[j] = 0 implies that the j-th state is active and otherwise inactive.
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Then, the state transition induced by letter t is described as

Ŝ[k]←
m∏
j=1

(S[j] +M [t]j,k), (5.1)

for k = 1, . . . ,m. It implies that Ŝ[k] = 0 if and only if there exists j such that S[j] = 0

and M [t]j,k = 0. Similarly, the ε-transition is realized as

Ŝ[k]←
m∏
j=1

(S[j] +M [ε]j,k). (5.2)

Using the above update formulas, we describe the NFA evaluation method as fol-

lows. Initially, the active state array S is set as

S[j] =

 0 if j ∈ Θ

1 otherwise.

(5.3)

Before reading out the text, ε-transition is performed once. At time i, the i-th letter

T [i] is given. In each iteration, the normal transition is applied and then ε-transition

is applied (eq. 5.1). All start states are reset to active, Ŝ[j] = 0 for j ∈ Θ. If Ŝ[ϕ] = 0

for some accept state ϕ ∈ Φ, the acceptance of the prefix is reported. This algorithm

finishes in O(m2n) time and O(m2) space.

We note that if this algorithm does not necessarily evaluate NFAs correctly unle ss

all ε-transitions defined with the ε-closure are performed. Even if ε-transitions of F is

replaced with the ε-closure thereof, the language accepted by the NFA is unchanged.

Unless otherwise noted, we suppose ε-transitions of F is replaced with the ε-closure

thereof before evaluation in what follows.

Interestingly, active states in our model are represented as zero, which allows us to

turn any state active by multiplying it by zero. Non-transition is implemented as a

multiplication by a non-zero integer that keeps active states unchanged. Notice that

our algorithm is inspired by bit-parallel string matching techniques such as presented

in [4, 69]. In our case, however, we do not need to restrict ourselves to a binary active

state array.
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In a non-oblivious settings, where pointer-based algorithms are more efficient, such

an approach would not be useful. It does, however, turn out to produce a competitive

protocol in combination with homomorphic encryption.

5.3 Privacy Model and Problem Statement

5.3.1 Privacy model of NFAs

Two stakeholders appear in our oblivious NFA evaluation problem: the text holder

(TH) and automaton holder (AH). The text holder possesses a private text that cannot

be shared with the automaton holder; the automaton holder possesses an NFA that

must remain private too. The oblivious NFA evaluation (ONE) problem supposes that

both parties cannot share their private information mutually, but they wish to jointly

simulate the running of the NFA over the text. After evaluation, only the automaton

holder (or the text holder) should learn the evaluation result, meanwhile, nothing but

what can be inferred from the evaluation result should be learned from the protocol

execution. Thus, the oblivious NFA evaluation problem can be defined as an instance

of secure multiparty computation.

The notion of privacy for the text holder is obvious: any substring of the text

should not be leaked by NFA evaluation. Privacy for the automaton holder, on the

other hand, is subject to discussion. In the pioneering work of [63], where DFAs are

used, the privacy of DFAs is defined as the initial state, the set of accept states, and

the transition function. We extend this privacy definition of DFA to NFAs.

We can show that the privacy of an NFA, F = (V,E,Θ,Φ), is only dependent on

E, the labeled edges: no matter how the state indices, V , are set, the texts accepted

by the NFA is unchanged. In other words, the language L(F ) is independent of V , and

its disclosure does not leak any information on the NFA except its size, |V |. For the

same reason, disclosure of the set of initial states Θ and accept states Φ do not leak
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any information about the NFA1.

Since the privacy of NFAs fully relies on the labeled edges, E, we define the privacy

of E by partitioning the mask matrix of labeled edges into a public and a private part:

M [σ]
pub
j,k =


0 if e = (j, σ, k) ∈ E is public

1 if e = (j, σ, k) ̸∈ E is public

priv otherwise.

(5.4)

M [σ]
priv
j,k =


0 if e = (j, σ, k) ∈ E is private

1 if e = (j, σ, k) ̸∈ E is private

pub otherwise.

(5.5)

where j, k ∈ V and σ ⊆ Σ∪{ϵ}. In eq. 5.4 and eq. 5.4.2, “public” means that anyone,

text holder included, can learn the presence or absence of edge e = (j, σ, k), “private”

means that only the automaton holder knows the presence or absence of e.

For example, M [σ]
pub
j,k = 1 indicates that the absence of edge e = (j, σ, k) is publicly

known, while M [σ]
pub
j,k = priv indicates that the text holder is not allowed to know

the presence or absence of e and M [σ]
priv
j,k always takes 0 or 1.

5.3.2 Problem statement

With this matrix representation of privacy, the problem of oblivious NFA evaluation is

immediately defined:

Definition 8. A text holder (TH) holds a private text of length n, T ∈ Σn. An

automaton holder (AH) holds an NFA F = (V,E,Θ,Φ) where M [σ]priv is the mask

matrix representing the private partition of labeled edges in F . After execution of the

1More precisely, disclosure of Φ reveals the size of the accept state sets |Φ|. However, by adding

a special state that aggregates occurrence of acceptance, any NFA can be modified so that |Φ| = 1

always holds. So we can consider that nothing is revealed by disclosing Φ.
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protocol for oblivious NFA evaluation, AH learns the text size n and whether T [1..i]

is accepted by F for i = 1, . . . , n, but nothing else. TH learns the NFA size |V | but

nothing else.

We denote secure two-party computation f by

f(X1, X2) −→ (Y1, Y2) (5.6)

where X1 and X2 are private inputs from the first and second party, respectively; Y1

and Y2 are private outputs to the first and second party, respectively. Public inputs are

omitted in this notation. With this notation, oblivious NFA evaluation can be written

as:

ONE(T, {M [σ]priv}σ∈Σ∪{ε}) −→ (|V |, ({bi}ni=1, n)) (5.7)

where bi ∈ {true, false} denotes whether text T [1..i] is accepted by NFA F .

As shown in the definition, we are not hiding the sizes of the NFA, |V |, or the

text, n. Because our protocols need to run on computers with specifically allocated

physical memory space, it is difficult to conceal these sizes. By adding dummy states,

obfuscation of such information is possible, it does however still give hints on |V | or

n, since the memory consumption cannot be made less than O(|V |) or O(n) for any

obfuscation. If AH wishes to perfectly conceal all information about the input NFA,

they can set all elements in M [σ]pub to private: M [σ]
pub
j,k = priv for every j, k ∈ V .

We can easily modify the model to the model for the decision version of the problem.

In this model, after execution of the protocol, AH learns only the fact that there

are some substring of T accepted by F or not. This modification restricts reveal of

information about T to AH.

The privacy model in this setting is almost equivalent to the one introduced in [63]

with two differences: First, their approach basically defines privacy for DFAs only.

NFAs are transformed into DFAs and the privacy is defined for the transformed DFAs.

Second, our model allows the automaton holder to specify a private set of edges and
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edge labels of the NFA while the remaining public part can be published. In some

NFAs with specific functionalities, such as Thompson NFAs or Ukkonen NFAs, the

edges are known to form certain types of graphs. We will show that computation

and communication complexity for oblivious evaluation of such NFAs can be greatly

improved if the NFA’s public part is appropriately specified.

5.4 Oblivious NFA evaluation

We introduce a secure computation that privately simulates NFAs, following the privacy

model presented in the previous section. In this section, we assume that all elements

of the input NFA are private, and introduce a naive protocol for oblivious protocol

evaluation.

We initially introduce two cryptographic primitives: homomorphic addition and a

one-round multiplication protocol with homomorphic encryption. Our oblivious NFA

evaluation protocol is realized by simulating matrix-based NFA evaluation using the

properties of homomorphic encryption.

5.4.1 Cryptographic primitives

Additively homomorphic encryption

In a public key cryptosystem, encryption uses a public key that can be known to every-

one, while decryption requires knowledge of the corresponding private key. Given such

a pair (sk, pk) of private and public keys and a messagem, then c = Encpk(m; ℓ) denotes

a (random) encryption, or ciphertext, of m, and m = Decsk(c) denotes decryption. If

a public key cryptosystem guarantees that any two ciphertexts are indistinguishable,

then this cryptosystem provides semantic security (IND-CPA security). An additive

homomorphic cryptosystem allows addition operations on encrypted values without

knowledge of the secret key. Specifically, there exists an operator “◦” such that for any
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plaintexts a1 and a2:

Encpk(a1 + a2; ℓ) = Encpk(a1; ℓ1) ◦ Encpk(a2; ℓ2), (5.8)

where ℓ is uniformly random provided that at least one of ℓ1 and ℓ2 is. On the basis of

this property, it follows that given a constant a2 and the encryption Encpk(a1; ℓ), we

can compute multiplications by a2 via repeated application of “◦”. This also enables a

re-randomization property, which allows the computation of a new random encryption

c′ = Encpk(a; ℓ
′) of a from an existing encryption c = Encpk(a; ℓ) of a, again without

knowledge of the private key or of a, as follows:

Encpk(a; ℓ
′) = Encpk(a; ℓ1) ◦ Encpk(0; ℓ2). (5.9)

In the rest of the chapter, we omit the random number ℓ from our encryptions for

simplicity.

We require a cryptosystem that provides semantic security (under appropriate com-

putational hardness assumptions), re-randomization, and the additive homomorphic

property, such as the Paillier cryptosystem [47]. In addition, we make use of the fol-

lowing specific property of the Pailler encryption in our prptocol construction:

Encpk(a1; ℓ)
−a2 = Encpk(−a1a2; ℓ). (5.10)

Multiplication protocol

Paillier encryption only allows multiplication of two integers when either of the integers

is not encrypted, as pointed out in section 5.4.1. Multiplication of two encrypted values

by a party without the decryption key (referred to as sender) can be achieved if one

round of communication with the party having the decryption key (referred to as

evaluator) is allowed:

MULT((Encpk(x1),Encpk(x2)), sk)→ (Encpk(x1x2 mod N), ∅). (5.11)
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where sk is the decryption key corresponding to the Paillier encryption scheme used

for the input. We call this problem MULT. A solution commonly used (e.g.: [46]) to

problem MULT is as follows:

1. The sender computes Encpk (x
′) and Encpk (y

′), and sends them to the evaluator:

Encpk (x
′) = Encpk (x) ◦ Encpk (u) where u ∈r ZN

Encpk (y
′) = Encpk (y) ◦ Encpk (v) where v ∈r ZN

2. The evaluator decrypts Encpk (x
′) and Encpk (y

′) and sends z′ = x′y′ mod N to

the sender.

3. The sender receives z′, computes Encpk (z) as follows, and outputs Encpk (z).

Encpk (z) = Encpk (z
′) ◦ Encpk (y)−u

◦ Encpk (x)−v ◦ Encpk (u · v)−1

= Encpk (xy mod N) .

The evaluator can decipher all encrypted messages but they have all been obfuscated

with random values; the sender only deals with encrypted messages that it cannot de-

cipher. It is thus easy to see that neither the sender nor evaluator gain any information

about x1 and x2 from the protocol execution.

5.4.2 Oblivious NFA evaluation protocol

We employ Paillier encryption as the encryption function in our protocol. When A is

an array, the ith element is denoted by A[i]. Encpk (A) denotes element-wise encryption

of array A; the ith element of Encpk (A) denotes Encpk (A[i]).

AH can arbitrarily specify the private part of NFA F by setting M [σ]pri according

to eq. ,while public information is set in M [σ]pub through eq. 5.4.
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Algorithm 9 Oblivious NFA evaluation protocol

-public input: Σ,Θ,Φ,M [σ]pub

-AH’s private input: M [σ]priv

-AH’s private output: {true, false}n

-TH’s private input: T ∈ Σn

-TH’s private output: ∅

1: AH generates key pair (pk, sk) and sends the public key pk to TH. Then, AH

evaluates Mpub by eq. 5.4.

2: For each σ ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, AH evaluates Encpk (M [σ]) and sends them to TH.

Encpk (M [σ]j,k) =

Encpk

(
M [σ]

pub
j,k

)
if M [σ]

pub
j,k = 0,

Encpk

(
M [σ]

priv
j,k

)
if M [σ]

priv
j,k = 0 or 1.

3: For each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, AH initializes the array of the encrypted state variables

Encpk (S) and Encpk

(
Ŝ
)
as follows and sends them to TH.

Encpk (S[j]) =

 Encpk (0) (j ∈ Θ),

Encpk (1) (otherwise).

(5.12)

Encpk

(
Ŝ[j]

)
= Encpk (1) . (5.13)

4: ▷ ——————–ε-transition———————–

5: for (j, k) ∈ { (j, k) | j, k ∈ V,M [ϵ]
pub
j,k ̸= 1 } do

6: TH evaluates the following formula.

tmp = Encpk (S[j]) ◦ Encpk (M [ε]j,k) (5.14)

MULT((Encpk

(
Ŝ[k]

)
, tmp), sk)→ (Encpk

(
Ŝ[k]

)
, ∅) (5.15)

7: end for
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8: for i = 1 to n do

9: For each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, TH initializes Encpk

(
Ŝ
)
by Ŝ[j] = Encpk (1).

10: ▷ —————-letter-transition——————–

11: for (j, k) ∈ { (j, k) | j, k ∈ V,M [T [i]]
pub
j,k ̸= 1 } do

12: TH evaluates following formula.

tmp = Encpk (S[j]) ◦ Encpk (M [T [i]]j,k) (5.16)

MULT((Encpk

(
Ŝ[k]

)
, tmp), sk)→ (Encpk

(
Ŝ[k]

)
, ∅) (5.17)

13: end for

14: ▷ ——————-ε-transition———————

15: for (j, k) ∈ { (j, k) | j, k ∈ V,M [ϵ]
pub
j,k ̸= 1 } do

16: TH evaluates following formula.

tmp = Encpk (S[j]) ◦ Encpk (M [ε]j,k) (5.18)

MULT((Encpk

(
Ŝ[k]

)
, tmp), sk)→ (Encpk

(
Ŝ[k]

)
, ∅) (5.19)

17: end for

18: For all ϕ ∈ Φ, TH sends Encpk

(
Ŝ[ϕ]

)r0
where r0 ∈r Z∗

N to AH

19: AH decrypts Encpk

(
Ŝ[ϕ]

)r0
and outputs

bi =


true (if r0Ŝ[ϕ] = 0)

false (otherwise)

(5.20)

20: end for
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Algorithm 9 gives a solution for problem ONE. First, the encrypted state variables

are initialized (line 1-3): this step activates states contained in the set of initial states

before NFA evaluation (eq. 5.12 in the algorithm corresponds to eq. 5.3). Then, initial

ε-transitions are performed (line 5-7).

Next, the text gets processed letter-by-letter (line 8-20). First, letter transitions

are processed for all (j, k) s.t. M [T [i]]
pub
j,k ̸= 1 (line 11-13). Note that M [T [i]]

pub
j,k = 1

indicates that the absence of labeled edge (i, T [i], j) is publicly known and, in such

a case, the corresponding letter transition can be skipped. Then, ε-transitions are

processed in the same manner for all (j, k) s.t. M [T [i]]
pub
j,k ̸= 1 (line 15-17). The

encrypted state array is updated by iterating over these two steps alternately for each

letter.

In the following subsections, we describe both of these transition steps in greater

details:

Letter transition

Letter transitions are performed in the for-loop on line 11: TH updates state variables

with eq. 5.16 and eq. 5.17 for edges (j, T [i], k) s.t. M [T [i]]
pub
j,k ̸= 1. This ensures that

the letter transition is performed only for T [i]-labeled edges whose presence is known

publicly or edges whose presence (or absence) is kept private.

In addition, due to the homomorphic property in eq. 5.16, the state j is made

active only when (1) state k is active and (2) there exists a letter transition from state

k to state j. The result of this update is preserved in a temporary variable tmp. Note

that this computation is oblivious to TH. No matter if there exists a (private) edge

between states k and j, this update correctly evaluates the letter transition.

Next, using multiplication with protocol MULT, the state j is made active if (1)

tmp is active or (2) state k is already active.
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ε-transition

ε-transitions are performed in the for-loop at lines 5-15. Same as for the letter transi-

tions, ε-transitions are only performed for ε-labeled edges whose absence is not known

publicly. The mechanism of the update is exactly the same as with letter transitions.

5.4.3 Correctness and security of oblivious NFA evaluation

In this subsection, we show that Algorithm 9 solves the oblivious NFA evaluation

problem securely and correctly.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 9 correctly evaluates NFA F .

Intuitively, the theorem is proved by showing that active (zero) or inactive (non-

zero) states, as updated by Algorithm 9 are always equivalent to the states computed

by matrix-based NFA evaluation in Section 5.2. The values computed by Algorithm 9

are not exactly the same as the values computed by the matrix-based NFA evaluation.

However, noting that acceptance is determined by the state (zero or non-zero), the

proof simply shows that Algorithm 9 and the matrix-based NFA evaluation behave

equivalently in the way states’ active statuses are updated.

Theorem 4. If Paillier encryption is semantically secure and the text holder and au-

tomaton holder behave semi-honestly, Algorithm 9 is secure in the sense of Definition 8.

We used the simulation-based standardized proof methodology in the semi-honest

model. Intuitively, what AH observes in the middle of the protocol execution is all

additively or multiplicatively randomized; the TH’s privacy is information-theoretic.

What TH observes in the middle of the protocol execution is all encrypted; since

the encryption is semantically secure by assumption, AH’s privacy is secure against

probabilistic polynomial adversaries.
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5.4.4 Complexity analysis

This subsection discusses the complexity analysis of the ONE protocol in detail.

During initialization, Algorithm 9 encrypts the mask matrix M [σ] in O(m2) time

(line 2), and initializes encrypted state variables in O(m) time (line 3).

We introduce the notation

d = |{ (j, k) | ∀σ ∈ Σ,M [σ]j,k ̸= 1 }| , (5.21)

which denotes the number of transitions whose presence is public or whose presence (or

absence) is kept private. Noting that TH can skip letter transitions and ε-transitions

when their absence is public, the protocol for ONE requires O(d) transitions times

per letter. A single transition invokes multiplications of encrypted values (addition

in plaintext) and protocol MULT (multiplication in plaintext) O(1) times. Letter-

and ε-transition cost O(d) computation time and O(d) communication rounds with

communication of O(d) words per letter. The protocol for ONE thus requires O(nd)

computation time, O(nd) communication rounds, and communication of O(nd) words

to process a n-length text.

We note that transitions having different destination states can be processed in-

dependently. If we process transitions having different target states in one round, we

can reduce communication rounds to O(ℓ) where ℓ is the maximum number of source

states that a single state can have.

The upper bound of d is m2; this occurs in the perfect privacy setting (presence

or absence of all transitions is kept private) defined by [63], yielding O(nm2) time,

O(nm) communication rounds, and O(nm2) word communication. If we can reveal the

absence of transitions for a limited portion of all transitions, d can be greatly reduced.
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5.4.5 Oblivious regular expression matching

We introduce an application of Algorithm 9 for the regular expression matching prob-

lem. The regular expression matching problem is given a regular expression R and a

text T , to report all occurrences of R in T .

The Thompson NFA (TNFA for short) is a subclass of NFA proposed by Thompson

[61]. Since TNFAs can be constructed from any regular expression using Thompson’s

construction algorithm, TNFAs are commonly used for general string matching. The

detail of the construction algorithm of TNFA is shown in the appendix A. It is well

known that every regular language is accepted by some TNFA [43].

In TNFAs, the letter transitions leaving state j are always connected to state j +1

for every j = 1, . . . ,m, whereas ε-transitions can connect any two states. Given R,

it is well known that the total number of states of the TNFA is linear in the size of

R [41]. These properties of TNFAs allow us to develop efficient evaluation protocol by

reducing the number of expensive oblivious multiplication protocols.

Privacy Model of TNFA: Privacy model of TNFAs for oblivious evaluation is stated

as follows. Let F = (V,E,Θ,Φ) be the TNFA constructed from an input regular

expression. Suppose the automaton holder holds a private TNFA and the text holder

knows that the text is evaluated with a given TNFA (e.g., a given regular expression).

Since letter transitions leaving state j are always connected to state j + 1 in a TNFA,

it is obvious that letter transitions connecting state j and state k ̸= j + 1 do not exist

and the updates corresponding to these transitions can be skipped in our oblivious

evaluation.

Formally, the privacy model of TNFAs is stated as follows. For every σ ∈ Σ and

every j, k ∈ V , the mask matrices Mpub[σ] and Mpriv[σ] for the letter transitions of
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TFNAs are given by:

Mpub[σ]j,k =

priv if k = j + 1

1 otherwise.

(5.22)

Mpriv[σ]j,k =

0 if (j, σ, k) ∈ E

1 otherwise.

(5.23)

The mask matrix Mpub[ε] and Mpriv[ε] for ε-transitions can be arbitrary determined

depending on the privacy requirements of the automaton holder.

Protocol Description: Noting that letter transitions are only connecting state j and

state j + 1, the letter transition part, lines 5.16-5.17 in Algorithm 9, can be modified

as follows:

Encpk

(
Ŝ[j + 1]

)
← Encpk (S[j]) ◦ Encpk (M [T [i]]j,j+1) (5.24)

for j = 1, . . . ,m. Since this update does not invoke the oblivious multiplication MULT,

communication rounds required for letter transitions are reduced from m2 to 0.

If the automaton holder requires perfect privacy for ε-transitions, the communica-

tion rounds still remains O(m2) to process private ε transitions. However, they can be

reduced to O(m) by assuming state j is connected by ε-transitions to at most a single

state k ̸= j. NFAs satisfying this condition belong to a subclass of TNFAs that does

not necessarily support the full regular expression class, but contains useful subclasses

of regular expression such as extended string patterns or PROSITE patterns [43].

Modification to the decision problem: The readers may be concerned that this

algorithm reveals too much information to NFA holder. For this problem, we can

modify the algorithm to the decision problem of regular expression matching by making

small change to our algorithm. This problem is to report whether there are occurrences

of regular expression R in the input text T or not. To solve this problem, we first add

a self-loop transition labeled by all letters to the accepting state of the NFA, and then

change the algorithm to output the encrypted accepting state Ŝ[ϕ] only once at the end
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of computation. It is not hard to see that this modification yields that the NFA owner

learns the result only at the end without the text owner’s revealing any information

about the input. This modification does not change the time and space complexity of

our algorithm.

5.5 Oblivious Ukkonen NFA Evaluation

In this section, we introduce another useful class of string matching problem, called

approximate string matching problem, which is extensively studied in text retrieval and

bioinformatics [43, 45]. For this problem, we propose a modification of the oblivious

NFA evaluation protocol in section 5.4 to handle the oblivious approximate string

matching problem. Using a class of NFAs with special structure, called Ukkonen

NFAs [64, 69], this protocol drastically reduces the complexity of oblivious evaluation

for approximate string matching.

5.5.1 Approximate string matching

The edit distance between two strings X and Y is the minimum number of edit op-

erations (a letter insertion, deletion, or substitution) required to convert X into Y

or vice versa [33]. We denote the edit distance between X and Y as ed(X, Y ). The

approximate string matching problem can be stated as follows:

Definition 9. The approximate string matching problem is, given a pattern R ∈ Σm,

a text T ∈ Σn, and a threshold k ≥ 0, to report all the end-position j in T of every

substring T [i..j] that satisfies ed(R, T [i..j]) ≤ k.

A well-known approach to solve the approximate string matching problem is to

use dynamic programming, known as Smith-Waterman algorithm [59] or DP-match

algorithm [43]. In this approach, the algorithm constructs an (m + 1)× (n + 1) table
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D = (Dij), where each cell Dij contains the edit distance ed(P [1..i], T [1..j]) between

the prefix P [1..i] of the pattern and the prefix T [1..j] of the text. Such a table can

be efficiently constructed in O(nm) time and space using dynamic programming, and

then the match can be detected if the cell Dmn contains any value no more than k.

The DP-based approach solves the problem of approximate string matching in

O(nm) space and time. In general, secure comparison is expensive compared to secure

arithmetic operations and unfortunately DP-based approach contains O(nm) compar-

isons. Thus, secure multiparty computation for approximate string matching based

on the DP approach can be inefficient, particularly when the input text or pattern is

large.

An alternative approach is to use the Ukkonen NFA (or UNFA) [64,69]. The UNFA

is an NFA that recognizes all substrings of an input text T with edit distance at most

k against a pattern R. UNFA forms the regular (k + 1) × (m + 1)-grid structure,

where k is the maximum number of error allowed and m is the length of a pattern R.

In Figure 5.1, we show the Ukkonen NFAs for pattern R = ababb with edit distance

k = 2.

Ukkonen [64] presented an algorithm that solves the approximate string matching

problem in O(n) time by converting Ukkonen NFA to DFA, and then by evaluating

DFA on an input text. The drawback of this algorithm is space complexity caused

by the exponential number O(min(3m,m(2m|Σ|)k)) of DFA states [43]. Later, Wu an

Manber [69] proposed an algorithm that directly simulates UNFA using bit-parallelism.

We use Wu and Manber’s NFA evaluation algorithm [69] as the basis of our protocol.

5.5.2 Ukkonen NFA

The Ukkonen NFA is a grid-structured NFA. Every row ℓ represents the number of

errors, and every column j represents the prefix of P . We denote by Uℓ,j the state in

row index ℓ and column index j, where 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k and 0 ≤ j ≤ m. We call each edge
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labeled with Σ a Σ-transition, which represents a letter transition with any letter of Σ.

As shown in Figure 5.1, a UNFA has the following classes of transitions each of

which corresponds to one of the three edit operations:

1. Each horizontal letter transition (solid arrow with label σ ∈ Σ) from Uℓ,j to

Uℓ,j+1 represents matching of a letter σ that is the j-th letter of P . We call this

transition the h-trans .

2. Each vertical Σ-transition (solid arrow with label Σ) from Uℓ,j to Uℓ+1,j inserts

any letter to P between the (j − 1)-th and j-th letters. We call this transition

the v-trans .

3. Each diagonal Σ-transition (solid arrow with label Σ) from Uℓ,j to Uℓ+1,j+1 sub-

stitute some letter in Σ for the j-th letter of P . We call this transition the

Σ-d-trans .

4. Each diagonal ε-transition (dashed arrow with label ε) from Uℓ,j to Uℓ+1,j+1

deletes the j-th letter of P . We call this transition the ε-d-trans .

The rightmost states are accepting states. If the jth accepting state reports accep-

tance, if indicates that the number of error is i.

5.5.3 Oblivious Ukkonen NFA evaluation protocol

In this subsection, we present an oblivious NFA evaluation protocol using the Ukkonen

NFA.

Privacy Model of Oblivious UNFA: The privacy model of oblivious Ukkonen NFA

evaluation is stated. Suppose the automaton holder holds a private UNFA and the text

holder knows that the automaton holder evaluates the text with a certain UNFA (e.g.,

approximate string matching with a certain string). In this case, if the pattern lengthm

and maximum error threshold k is public, the edge relations (not labels of edges) of the
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Ukkonen NFA is uniquely determined. The labels except h-transes are also uniquely

determined. In other words, if the automaton holder reveals that his automaton is

the Ukkonen NFA (e.g., the automaton holder evaluates approximate string matching)

with some k and m, it follows that no edge relations (not labels of edges) need to be

kept private any longer. However, we note that the automaton holder’s pattern to be

matched need to be kept private.

Formally, the privacy model UNFAs is stated as follows. Let F = (V,E,Θ,Φ)

be UNFA constructed from input pattern R. From the structure of UNFA, for every

σ ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} and i, j ∈ V , we set mask matrix Mpub[σ] and Mpriv[σ] as follows:

Mpub[σ]j,k =


priv if (j, σ, k) is h-trans,

0 if (j, σ, k) is v-trans or Σ− or ε-d-trans,

1 otherwise.

(5.36)

Mpriv[σ]j,k =

0 if (j, σ, k) ∈ E,

1 otherwise.

(5.37)

In oblivious evaluation of Ukknen NFAs, only the letters attached to h-trans from

Uℓ,j to Uℓ,j+1 are private and the remaining transitions and letters are all public.

Protocol Description: In Algorithm 10, we show the modified oblivious NFA evalu-

ation protocol for Ukkonen NFA. The procedure basically follows Algorithm 9 except

the update. The mask matrices are encrypted at line 2. The encrypted state variables

are initialized at line 3.

States in the first row of the UNFA are updated only by h-trans. This is processed

by eq. 5.27. States not in the first row of the UNFA are updated by v-trans, v-trans,

Σ−d-trans, and ε−d-trans in turn at lines 8-12. In the algorithm, the results of update

by h-trans (eq. 5.28) and v-trans (eq. 5.29) are integrated into C1 by protocol MULT

(eq. 5.32). Then, the results of update by Σ− d-trans (eq. 5.30) and Σ− ϵ-trans (eq.
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Algorithm 10 ONE-Ukkonen protocol

-public input: Σ,Θ,Φ,M [σ]pub, k

-AH’s private input: M [σ]priv

-AH’s private output: {true, false}n

-TH’s private input: T ∈ Σn

-TH’s private output: ∅

1: AH generates key pair (pk, sk) and sends the public key pk to TH. Then, AH evaluates

Mpub by eq. 5.4.

2: For each σ ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, AH evaluates Encpk (M [σ]) and sends them to TH

Encpk (M [σ]j,k) =
Encpk

(
M [σ]

pub
j,k

)
if M [σ]

pub
j,k = 0,

Encpk

(
M [σ]

priv
j,k

)
if M [σ]

priv
j,k = 0 or 1.

3: For each 0 ≤ j ≤ m and 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, AH initializes the array of the encrypted state

variables Encpk (S) and Encpk

(
Ŝ
)
as follows and sends them to TH.

Encpk (S[ℓ][j]) =


Encpk (0) if j = ℓ = 0,

Encpk (1) otherwise.

(5.25)

Encpk

(
Ŝ[ℓ][j]

)
= Encpk (1) . (5.26)
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4: for i = 1 to n do

5: TH evaluates Encpk (S[0][0]) = Encpk (0).

6: for j = 1 to m do

7: TH evaluates following formulas.

Encpk

(
Ŝ[0][j]

)
← Encpk (S[0][j − 1])

◦ Encpk
(
M [T [i]]U0,j ,U0,j+1

)
(5.27)

8: end for

9: for ℓ = 1 to k do

10: for j = 1 to m do

11: TH evaluates following formula.

B1[j]← Encpk (S[ℓ][j − 1])

◦ Encpk
(
M [T [i]]Uℓ,j ,Uℓ,j+1

)
(5.28)

B2[j]← Encpk (S[ℓ− 1][j]) (5.29)

B3[j]← Encpk (S[ℓ− 1][j − 1]) (5.30)

B4[j]← Encpk

(
Ŝ[ℓ][j − 1]

)
(5.31)

MULT((B1[j], B2[j]), sk)→ (C1[j], ∅) (5.32)

MULT((B3[j], B4[j]), sk)→ (C2[j], ∅) (5.33)

MULT((C1[j], C2[j]), sk)→ (Encpk

(
Ŝ[ℓ][j]

)
, ∅) (5.34)

12: end for

13: end for

14: For all ϕ ∈ Φ, TH sends Encpk

(
Ŝ[ϕ]

)r0
where r0 ∈r Z∗

N to AH.

15: AH decrypts Encpk

(
Ŝ[ϕ]

)r0
and outputs

bi =


true if r0Ŝ[ϕ] = 0,

false otherwise.

(5.35)

16: end for
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5.31) are integrated into C2 by protocol MULT (eq. 5.33). Finally, results C1 and C2

are integrated in eq. 5.34. The calculations eq. 5.32 and eq. 5.33 can be performed in

one round, and then perform eq. 5.34. By doing so, the number of rounds invoked by

MULT is reduced from three to two.

Security: The security proof can be shown by similar arguments to that used in

Sec. 5.4. The primitives are homomorphic addition and MULT protocol only. The TH’s

privacy is information theoretic and the AH’s privacy is secure against probabilistic

polynomial adversaries.

Complexity analysis

The complexities of the proposed protocol are proved by the following theorem.

Theorem 5. For any input pattern R and text T on alphabet Σ, and threshold k, ONE-

Ukkonen in Algorithm 10 solves the oblivious approximate string matching problem in

O(knm) time and O(|Σ|m2) preprocessing and space using O(knm) communication and

O(kn) rounds, where m and n are the pattern and text length, and Σ is an alphabet.

Proof. First, we show the space complexity. The mask matricesM [σ]pub andM [σ]prib

require O(|Σ|m2) space and the state array S requires O(km) space. Thus, this al-

gorithm consumes O(|Σ|m2) space and preprocessing in total. Next, we consider the

update of each row of UNFA, which consists of m states. From Algorithm 10, we ob-

serve that the update of a row for ℓ ≥ 1 requires one homomorphic additions and three

MULT protocol invocation per state. The update for ℓ = 0 requires only one homo-

morphic addition per state. Furthermore, for each ℓ = 0, . . . k we see that only the m

MULT require communication, and they can be overlapped in one round. Combining

the above discussion, we can update a row in O(m) time, O(m) communication, and

one round. Since an UNFA consists of k + 1 rows and a text contains n letters, the

result immediately follows.
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Security proof

The security proof can be shown by similar arguments to that used in Sec. 5.4. The

primitives used here are homomorphic addition and MULT protocol only. The TH’s

privacy is information theoretic and the AH’s privacy is secure against probabilistic

polynomial adversaries as well as the protocol ONE.

5.6 Experiments

This section includes benchmarking using simple regular expressions, and a medical

genomic application to virus detection from short DNA reads.

5.6.1 Benchmarking

We benchmarked the communication and computational costs of ONE and ONE-

Ukkonen in comparison to DFA-based approaches. For DFA-based approaches, we

converted the NFAs into DFAs and used the DFAs for evaluation purposes. Frikken’s

method [16] is theoretically appealing but consumes huge memory space due to the

exponential number of states necessary to implement Yao’s garbled circuit [70]. We

opted to compare ONE to the method proposed by Troncoso et al. [63] (hereafter noted

as Troncoso).

Our Java implementations of ONE and Troncoso used Paillier cryptosystem with

1024 bit keys. The automaton holder and text holder resided in different PCs con-

nected by 100Mbit ethernet. As shown in Section 5.3, the privacy of each transition

can be defined separately. In the following, all transitions are assumed to be private

so as to match Troncoso’s privacy model. Table 5.2 describes the sizes of DFA and

NFA that represents a regular expression R = (a|b|c)∗a(a|b)t for different values of t

2. It represents a set of strings of length t + 1 whose first letter is a and remaining

2We use exponentiation to denote repetition, i.e. a3 = aaa.
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Figure 5.1: The Ukkonen NFA of R = ababb, k = 2.

Table 5.2: Sizes of DFA and NFA representing the regular expression R =

(a|b|c)∗a(a|b)t.
t 0 1 5 10 15

NFA size 2 3 7 12 17

DFA size 9 12 65 2,063 68,328
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letters are either a or b. The large difference in DFA and NFA sizes is reflected in com-

putational and communication costs (Figure 5.2): Troncoso shows superexponential

growth in the computational time for the automaton holder, while ONE’s growth is

subexponential, resulting in huge differences in total time (aggregated communication

and computational time).

Next, we tested the performance of ONE-Ukkonen presented in Section 5.5. A

random text is matched against a regular expression R = {ab(a|b)∗b}p allowing at

most two mismatches. Figure 5.3 shows communication and computational costs per

letter (p = 1, . . . , 4). Overall, ONE-Ukkonen performed exponentially better than

Troncoso.

5.6.2 Short read matching

As mentioned previously, the field of medical genomics offer a number of real-life sce-

narios where some form of substring matching may need to be conducted in a privacy-

preserving framework.

With the advent of next-generation sequencing techniques [58], gathering whole-

genome sequence information for individual patients is fast becoming a practical and

financial reality. Such data opens the door to quantities of applications in personalized

medicine and fast clinical diagnoses [38].

For instance, it was shown that the genome of certain RNA viruses (Hepatitis C

and Norovirus) could be recovered from blood and fecal samples of infected patients [5].

So-called RNA shotgun sequencing produces a “genomic snapshot” of a sample, in the

form of a large number of short RNA sequences short reads, that can be subsequently

mapped (allowing for edit operations substitutions, insertions or deletions) to a refer-

ence genome sequence in order to detect small variations or, as in the present case, the

presence of a specific pathogen. Following a similar pattern, it is possible to diagnose

virtually any viral infection by a DNA or RNA virus by testing for the presence of a
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Figure 5.2: Computational and communication cost per text letter for regular expres-

sion R = a(a|b)t. Green and red lines corresponds to ONE and Troncoso, respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Computational and communication cost per text letter for approximate

matching to regular expression R = {ab(a|b) ∗ b}(p). Green and red lines corresponds

to ONE-Ukkonen and Troncoso, respectively.
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significant number of short reads that map to the virus’ genome (allowing for small

variations in the sequence due to naturally-occurring mutations).

However, in the case of a new, potentially deadly, viral strain, health authorities

may not want to disclose the exact sequence being tested, so as to avoid abuse by

malicious parties. Meanwhile, patients may be reluctant to disclose their personal

genomic information, as well as the result of the test itself, to a third-party conducting

the test. Such a scenario is a perfect application for our oblivious approximate string

matching algorithm (using Ukkonen NFA) presented in section 5.5.

Using short read data from [5], we simulated the oblivious detection of Norovirus

genomic material in three samples from infected patients, using an additional non-

infected sample for control. Each sample consists of a set of many millions short reads

sequence (see table 5.3), each on average 150 letter-long, (over the 5-letter alphabet

{A, C, G, T, N}, where ‘N’ represents a sequencing error), from which a small fraction

can be mapped to a reference genome for human Norovirus GII (strain GII.4, Uniprot

reference number D0EK97): that is, on average 1.175% and 0.013% (using approximate

and exact matching, respectively) of all short read sequences are substrings of the whole

Norovirus genome sequence (7646 letters, read in either direction).

Rather than testing for the match of each short read as a substring of the virus’

genome, we selected a 31-letter substring from the genome, to use as our approximate

pattern, against a randomly selected subset of the short reads. While the reads are

generally not uniformly mapped on the reference genome, the “minimum coverage”

observed with this RNA-Seq technique shows a lower-bound of approximately 0.02% of

all reads matching any given position, allowing for up to two mismatches. By excluding

known low-coverage areas (such as the extremities of the genome sequence), this lower-

bound can be easily doubled. Therefore a pattern of 31 letters judiciously selected from

the virus’ sequence could be expected to match at least 0.024% of all reads (accounting

for the possibility of the pattern overlapping with the read’s boundaries). By selecting
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a random sample of 30,000 reads out of a maximum of 5,902,290 for the largest sample,

the worst-case probability of false negative on the test (failing to approximately match

at least one read) is less than 0.074%. Conversely, the length of the pattern, high

specificity of viral RNA and background distribution of nucleotides ensure a negligibly

low probability of false positive where none of the reads were a match for the viral

pattern.

As shown in table 5.4, our implementation of ONE-Ukkonen described in section 5.5,

in C++ using Paillier encryption with 512 bit keys, was able to perform on average each

approximate substring match in 192.3 s. (allowing for up to two mismatches), using a

single Intel Xeon E5540 2.53GHz core. Using a 128-core cluster with parallelization,

all 30,000 reads from the subsample were treated in less than 12.5 hours, each time

correctly finding all positive matches present all samples. As our experimental results

show, in all three infected samples, we were able to detect a significant number of

viral RNA subsequences, identifying infected patients without disclosing any genomic

data, nor the result of the test, to the other party. We can also note that, while the

computing power necessary to conduct such a test with a satisfyingly large subsample

of short reads (ensuring a low probability of false negative) is somewhat beyond current

personal computing power, it is well within reach of any professional research institute.

5.7 Related Work and Discussion

String matching with automaton evaluation covers a wide range of applications, such

as exact matching, approximate matching, regular expression, etc [43]. In this chapter,

we present a protocol for oblivious NFA evaluation using matrix-based NFA evaluation.

Oblivious DFA evaluation has been extensively studied in various models over the

recent years. [63] presented the first two-party oblivious DFA evaluation protocol based

on oblivious transfer in the semi-honest model. In the same setting, [16] introduced an
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Table 5.3: Total number of reads and size of the subset matching a 31-letter viral

pattern, allowing for up to 0, 1 and 2 mismatches respectively (figures in parentheses

are averaged numbers of matches on a randomly subsampled set of 30,000 reads).

Sample Total reads Exact Matches k = 1 k = 2

Norovirus samples

ERX202484 2957446 0 (0) 474 (5.3) 487 (5.3)

ERX202485 5902290 1078 (5.3) 1122 (5.3) 1147 (5.3)

ERX202486 2671055 0 (0) 0 (0) 1276 (14)

Control sample

ERX202487 3526904 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Table 5.4: Results of our implementation of oblivious approximate substring matching

on randomly selected subsets of each sample, allowing for k = 1, 2 mismatches (all

results are averaged over 3 samples).

k = 1 k = 2

Sensitivity (true positives / total positives) 2/3 3/3

Specificity (true negatives / total negatives) 1/1 1/1

CPU time per read (1 core) 129.2s 192.3s

Time per sample (128 cores) 8.4h 12.5h
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oblivious DFA evaluation based on Yao’s garbled circuits with improved communica-

tion rounds and communication complexity. [8] considered techniques to outsource the

computation of oblivious DFA evaluation without additional computational and com-

munication costs. Oblivious DFA evaluation in the face of malicious adversaries was

discussed in [39]. Extensions in the outsourced setting with homomorphic encryption

was introduced by [67].

The semi-honest adversary model employed by our work follows [63] and [16]. Com-

parison of the computation, communication, and communication round complexities

are summarized in Table 5.1. As already discussed, the computation and communi-

cation of existing protocols can be exponential when the target automaton is a NFA.

Existing protocols are designed under the assumption that the target NFA can be trans-

formed into a DFA, yet NFA-to-DFA transformation may require exponential compu-

tation time, and the resulting DFA may have an exponential number of states [3].

To the best of our knowledge, only ours and [32] provides oblivious NFA evaluation

protocol. The NFA evaluation protocol presented in [32] is designed with an abstract

computational environment referred to as the arithmetic black box model (ABB). The

computation complexity of the protocol is O(nm2|Σ|), which is polynomial in the NFA

size, whereas it dependent on the alphabet size. The communication and round com-

plexity of this protocol cannot be specified without realization of the arithmetic black

box model.

A number of studies have focused on polynomial-time secure multiparty computa-

tion specifically designed for specific string matching tasks; for example: exact string

matching [28], string matching with wildcard and approximate string matching [22],

sequence alignment by Smith-Waterman algorithm [27], hamming distance evalua-

tion [26], and longest common sequence [18]. Because of the generality of the NFA,

it covers a wide range of important string matching tasks, such as regular expression

matching and approximate string matching. Our protocol successfully takes advantage
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of the generality of the NFA and provides a universal polynomial-time and space secure

two-party solutions for these tasks.

Recent advances of secure computation techniques realizes secure computation in

a practical time for some specific type of problems. While it is difficult to directly

compare the computation or communication complexity of secure computation based

on homomorphic encryption with secure circuit evaluation techniques, experimental

comparison are needed, which is remained as our future work.

5.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we study secure regular expression matching problem. As main results,

first, we proposed efficient oblivious evaluation protocol of NFA, called ONE, runs in

O(nm2) time and communication, and O(nm) rounds, where n is the size of input

text, and m is the size of input regular expression. This is the first polynomial time

oblivious automata evaluation protocol with respect to the size of the input regular

expression.

We also proposed efficient secure protocol for approximate string matching, called

ONE-Ukkonen, runs in O(knm) time and communication, and (kn) rounds, where n

and m same as described above, and k is the maximum number of error allowed. This

protocol utilizes the regular grid structure of Ukkonen NFA to reduce the number of

expensive multiplication of encrypted values.





Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

6.1 Summary of the Results

In this thesis, we studied the regular expression matching problem for real world ap-

plication. We especially focused on following three problems appeared in practical

application:

• The massive regular expression matching problem which prcess several hundreds

(or thousands) of pattern against a text.

• The regular expression matching problem on time series of multidimensional nu-

merical value data.

• The secure regualar expression matching problem which perform regular expres-

sion matching in privacy-preserving manner.

In Chapter 3, we studied massive regular expression matching problem, which is a

problem of, given a set of extended string pattern P = {P1, · · · , Pk} and a text T ,

finding all occurrences of Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k in T . As a main result, we proposed the

hirarchically decomposed finite automaton, called hirarchical NFA, and its simulation

97
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algorithm on GPU based on Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm. Experimental results

showed the proposed algorithm is faster than PFAC algorithm [35] proposed by Lin et

al. by factor of 150.

In Chapter 4, we considered regular expression matching problem on trajectory

data. As a main result, we developed online trajectory regular expression matching

algorithm by combining the spatial index and bit-parallel NFA simulation runs in

O(nm log log n/logn) time using O(m) space and O(m log log n) preprocessing time

where n and m are the size of an input text trajectory and an input trajectory regular

expression.

In Chapter 5, we have introduced the problem of secure string matching. Then we

presented a new oblivious automata evaluation method, called ONE. By theoretical

analysis, we have shown that ONE is a first polynomial time algorithm with respect to

the size of an input regular expression and an text. Experimental results also showed

that that our method can be orders of magnitude faster than DFA-based method [63]

proposed by Troncoso on artificail and DNA short read data.

6.2 Future Researches

For the regular expression matching on GPU described in Chapter 3, the aggregation

procedure in the upper module of HFA is a bottleneck of the algorithm. Therefore, our

future work includes to develop fast parallel aggregation method on GPU.

For the trajctory pattern matching, to develop pattern matching algorithms for

the problem over containment condition based on L1 and L2 distance distance are the

future work. In this problem, it is important problem to develop practically efficient

point location index for L1 and L2 distance. The spatial index introduced in Chapter

4 implementing on GPU is also interesting problem.

For the secure regular expression matching problem, one of the problems remaining
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unsolved is the number of communication round, which is caused by multiple invoca-

tion of the one-round multiplication protocol. Classical homomorphic encryption only

supports either additive or multiplicative homomorphism. Following Gentry’s break-

through [17], fully-homomorphic or somewhat homomorphic [9,42] encryption schemes

have been extensively discussed. Exploitation of such recent cryptographic techniques

remains as an area to explore in our future work.





Appendix A

Construction of Thompson NFA

We introduce the construction algorithm of Thompson NFA [61]. The TNFA N(R) =

(V,E,Θ,Φ) accepting L(R), where R is input regular expression, is obtained by the

following recursive rules:

• For letter α ∈ Σ, (a) Character transition TNFA N(α) consists of two states θ

and ϕ joined together by a letter transition (θ, α, ϕ) as in Rule (a) of Figure A.1.

• Let N(Ri) be the TNFA of regular expression Ri with start and accepting states

θi and ϕi for i = 1, 2. Then, TNFA N(R1 · R2), N(R1|R2), and N(R∗
1) are

constructed as follows:

(b) Concatenation N(R1 · R2): The two TNFAs N(R1) and N(R2) are merged

together in series by making the accepting state ϕ1 of R1 to be the start state θ2

of R2 as in Rule (b) of Figure A.1.

(c) Union N(R1|R2): The two TNFAs N(R1) and N(R2) are merged together in

parallel by adding a new start state θ12 with two ε-transitions entering the start

states θ1 and θ2 and by adding a new accepting state ϕ12 with two ε-transitions

leaving the accepting states ϕ1 and ϕ2 as in Rule (c) of Figure A.1.

(d) N(R∗
1): The TNFA N(R1) is made cyclic by adding a backward ε-transition
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(ϕ1, ε, θ1), then by adding new states θ and ϕ attached to θ1 and ϕ1, respectively,

and finally by connecting start θ to accepting ϕ by a forward ε-transition (θ, ε, ϕ).

as shown in Rule (d) of Figure A.1.

• Finally, we obtain the final automaton F by attaching the self loop (θ,Σ, θ) to

the start state θ of the top-level TNFA N(R) constructed from an input regular

expression R.

Fig. A.2 shows the complete example of TNFA N(R) constructed from the regular

explession R = (AA|AT )(AG|AAA).
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